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PREFACE
The initiative for this assessment executed by the St. Petersburg Regional Committee of the
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS St. Petersburg) was supported by the
deputy of the State Duma, First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on Budget and Taxes, O.G.
Dmitrieva. The topic are the potential consequences of the construction of a huge public and
business center (russian abbr.: ODC) with its attached infrastructure, especially transport, at the
mouth of lake Lakhta (Lakhtinskij Razliv). The purpose of the evaluation is to determine the
extent and significance of the impact that this project may have on the outstanding universal value
of the World Heritage (Outstanding Universal Value - hereinafter OUV). The results should be
used during the ongoing planning process and if deemed necessary to correct the architectural
concept.
The project of the "Lakhta Centre" is the immediate follower of the public and business centre
„Okhta“. The decision to cancel the construction of „Okhta-Centre“ was issued December 8, 2010.
The administration of "Okhta-ODC" is the client of the new project "Lakhta Centre" and its design
concept is based on the concept created for the Okhta-Cape, adapted to the new location and
configuration of the building site. The centre of the composition still is a skyscraper whose height
has increased from 396 to 462.5m above ground level or 465.7 meters above sea level (officially
allowed by the city-authorities is a height of up to 500 m). The ideological justification for the
appearance of a new high-rise dominant in the urban landscape bases on the arguments of the
developer to continue the architectural tradition of St. Petersburg and to create a new symbol for
the city (statements of the executive director of the ODC "Okhta" A.A. Bobkov and the speaker of
the Federation Council Valentina Matvienko). The new governor of St. Petersburg, G.S.
Poltavchenko expressed much more cautiously: "The main thing is, that the project will not spoil
the image of the city", he told reporters (http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Лахта-центр).
The World Heritage Committee according to the decision of its 36th session held in St. Petersburg
from June 24 till July 6, 2012, “...notes the development of a new skyscraper project of the Lakhta
business Centre in the Primorskiy District of St. Petersburg and requests the State Party to submit
to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies, a detailed heritage impact
assessment for this new project prepared in conformity with the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage
Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural properties, before any final decisions are made“
(http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/4746). But the Government of St. Petersburg, not making this
assessment and not handing its results to the World Heritage Centre, issued the building permit
August 17, 2012 (http://proektvlahte.ru/uploaded/file_list/GLAVNADZOR_78-150261202012.pdf). The outstanding universal value of the World Heritage site might be under threat.
This assessment is based on the aforementioned Guidance of ICOMOS and uses the experience of
the assessment of the ODC "Okhta" carried out by ICOMOS St. Petersburg in 2010.
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1. NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
This assessment refers to the plans for building the public and business centre “Lakhta Centre”,
including a high-rise building, 462,7m high. As location for the complex, the north-western
peripheral area of the city was chosen, a building site on the mouth of lake “Lakhtinskij Razliv”
near the historic villages of “Lakhta” and “Ol'gino”.
The World Heritage Committee during its 36th session held in St. Petersburg from June 24 till July
6, 2012, asked the state-participant to “..submit to the World Heritage Centre for review by the
Advisory Bodies, a detailed heritage impact assessment for this new project prepared in
conformity with the ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage
cultural properties, before any final decisions are made“. However, although the project has passed
a series of necessary approvals and the construction work has already started, the required
assessment was not carried out. This work aims to fill this gap and to prevent the World Heritage
"Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Group of Monuments" from potential negative
consequences.
In accordance with the methodology of the ICOMOS Guidance and on the basis of reliable
sources, a database was created, field research, photofixation and computer modeling were
conducted. The scope of the evaluation was defined and three historical landscape complexes
(HLC) that are potentially most exposed to the influence of the projected complex were identified
from the components of the World Heritage site: the historic centre of St. Petersburg, the western
and southern sectors of the Neva Bay (including Kronstadt, the residences and manors along the
road to Peterhof (Petergovskaja Doroga) and the north-eastern sector of the Neva Bay (the
components of the World heritage site and nature reserves in the vicinity of the planned "Lakhta
Centre"). The historical landscape, in and out of town, was recognized as the main type of
heritage. For each of the HLC, the signs of outstanding universal value (OUV) as well as signs of
other cultural and natural value were identified and the heritage resources were evaluated (from
Very High to Medium).
Accordingly, an analysis and assessment of the overall impact of the proposed changes were
carried out for each of the HLC (depending on the value of the heritage resources and the extent of
the influence). The overall impact was classified from Moderate to Very Large. The consequences
(total impact) of the construction of a skyscraper have been identified for each HLC as
ADVERSE.
Agreeing in principle with the possibility of building on the selected location, the authors of the
assessment proposed as measure to prevent, reduce and compensate for the impacts to decrease the
altitude of the high-rise part of the complex to 123-133 m, at which it will not be perceived from
the historic centre of St. Petersburg and loses its dominant role in the marine panoramas, that open
up from the former imperial residences on the southern coast of the Neva Bay. At the same time, it
is proposed to compensate for the negative influences on the component of the World Heritage site
"B. Steinbok-Fermor's Estate” by creating there a research centre for nature and culture of the
northern coast of the Neva Bay, including the restoration of the manor ensemble and the revival of
the memorial site of Peter I.
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2. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The World Heritage Site "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Group of
Monuments" covers cultural and natural landscapes of the St. Petersburg metropolitan area,
stretching for 100 km from east to west and for 80 kilometers from north to south. This gigantic
structure is the embodiment of the will of the emperors and empresses to build an exemplary
European landscape in north-west Russia, which found its clearest expression in the architectural
image of its new capital - St. Petersburg.
The geographical coordinates of the World Heritage site are according to the application
59°57'08.00"N, 30°19'06E. The property was included on the World Heritage List during the
14th World Heritage Committee in December 1990. To the nomination of St. Petersburg belong 36
components and 139 elements.1 The WH property is a "serial" one, many of its elements don’t
have a outstanding universal value, which is acceptable for this type of property. An official buffer
zone has not been established in the application, but the object is partially covered by areas of
protection by Russian law.
The territory selected for the project "Lakhta Centre" is situated in the central part of the WH
property, at a distance of 9 km from the central point of the main WH component: the historic
Centre of St. Petersburg.2 The element 540-034j “Primorskoe Highway” is directly adjacent to it;
the elements "Olgino”, “Manor of V.A. Stenbok-Fermor” and the north-western elements of the
historic centre of St. Petersburg: Elagin and Krestovskiy island are at a distance of 2-4 km. The
attached infrastructure of transport, highway M-32 and M-49, is planed to surround the WH
element village "Olgino". Data about new heating mains and power lines are not at our disposal,
but they could also lead to a change in the landscape, as it happened by laying the heating in an
open way along the Primorskiy highway through the mouth of lake “Lakhtinskij Razliv” in 2006.
The particularity of the location of the planned "Lakhta Centre" consists in the fact that it is not
only close to St. Petersburg, but also on the border to the vast water landscape of the Neva Bay.
On its banks there are numerous components and elements of the World Heritage site, first of all
the imperial palaces and park ensembles that mainly determine the OUV of the World heritage
Site. The landscape of the Neva Bay is a major component of their composition: from here distant
views open up to the water and the wooded shores on the horizon. The open nature of the Neva
Bay makes this landscape extremely vulnerable. The dominant, tall chimneys and cooling towers
of the North-West Power Station errected almost on the main axis of the Strelna-ensemble are a
typical example for a already existing mistake in urban planning.
On the website of "Lakhta Centre" there is a "graphical and video animation of the potential views
on the future skyscraper from different points of the city", which "makes it possible to understand
how the high-rise building "Lakhta Centre" will fit into the city's architectural skyline." The
question of positive or negative impact on the World Heritage site did not appear on the website,
but examples of high-rise clusters in Europe, La Defense in Paris, the Docklands in London and
Danube City in Vienna, are named as role models.

1

Sometimes there is another number of elements given in the application list, because of the imprecise structure of the
description of the WH-property.
2
Distance from the Peter and Paul Cathedral.
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Location of the “Laktha Centre” on the schemes of the boundaries
of the World Heritage site (1990)
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According to the comments of the World Heritage Centre on the Report on the state of
conservation of the World Heritage site, presented by the Russian Federation on February 28,
2012, the government of St. Petersburg by its Decree of 8 December 2010 invalidated its previous
decision of 22 September 2009 which provided authorization for deviation from the boundary
parameters for the construction of "Okhta-Centre". The project to build the tower "Okhta-Centre"
was canceled.
In September 2011, the Joint Stock Company "Gazprom" requested the state authorities to submit
to the World Heritage Centre within the framework of Paragraph 172 of the Operational
Guidelines a formal request for information on international law and the procedure of the approval
of a new project of the Lakhta Public and Business Center. The World Heritage Centre in its letter
dated October 25, 2011 pointed to the need to assess the impact on the heritage and asked to
provide official information on the exact geographical location of the planned complex. In
response, the Russian Federation submitted within the report an explanatory note prepared by the
investor, explaining the exact situation of a new location and giving information about the new
project of the "Lakhta centre."
According to the note, “The new construction is planned in Primorskiy District of St. Petersburg,
on the outskirts of the city, 6 miles away from the historic Centre of St. Petersburg. According to
the State Party, the plot of land for the project was not classified as an area of historical and
cultural significance and is located outside the zones of protection of cultural heritage and does not
fall within the boundaries of the protected areas of World Heritage or their buffer zones. The
Russian State Hydrometeorological University carried out a special assessment of climatic
characteristics in the Primorskiy District which concluded that the cloudy weather prevailing in
St. Petersburg (237 to 256 days a year) makes it difficult to observe the tall building up to its top
and retains only the lower 100 - 200 meters visible.
The concept of the project includes construction of a skyscraper with a major office (the same
design developed for the “Okhta Center” tower is used for the “Lakhta Center”3), research and
sports center, yacht club, career oriented park for children, hotel, exhibition halls, as well as
shopping and entertainment facilities. The Kalinin District federal court of St. Petersburg, and later
at the Municipal Court of St. Petersburg, has recognized the legitimacy of the investor’s
permission because it will not affect the visual perception of the protected panoramas. In June
2011 public hearings were held in the Primorskiy District regarding the Lakhta business Center”4.

In response to this information, this conclusion followed: “The World Heritage Centre and
Advisory Bodies note… the planning of the new construction “Lakhta Centre” in the Primorskiy
District of St. Petersburg. The World Heritage Centre and the Advisory Bodies consider that the
new project accompanied by a detailed heritage impact assessment, in conformity with the
ICOMOS Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for World Heritage cultural properties,
should be submitted to the World Heritage Centre for review by the Advisory Bodies before any
final decisions are made. The assessment should take into account any potential impact of the
project not only to the Historic City of St. Petersburg but also the numerous components of the
property, such as the Peterhof Palace, Kronshtadt, etc.» (http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc/268). This
decision made the World Heritage Committee at its 36 session (see Preface).

3

The maximum allowable height of 25 meters, which was determined for this locality according to the Land use and
development rules due to the position of this place on a stable route of migrating birds with stopovers in the
Yuntolovsky reserve and on the lake Lakhtinsky Razliv, was increased to 500 meters.
4
WHC-12/36.COM/7B
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3. METHODOLOGY
Data sources and Databases
1. Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments. Identification list and
map of the nomination dossier to the World Heritage Centre and ICOMOS Documentation
Centre. Abbreviated list:
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/540/multiple=1&unique_number=635http://whc.unesco.org/en/li
st/540/multiple=1&unique_number=635.
List of the Committee for State Control, Use and Protection of Monuments of History and
Culture of St. Petersburg (KGIOP): http://kgiop.ru/rus/world-heritage/historical-Centre/
2. The law "On Cultural Heritage (historical and cultural) of the Russian Federatio” Nr. 73-FZ.
2002: http://base.garant.ru/12127232/
3. Data of the official website "Lakhta centre": http://proektvlahte.ru/ru/
4. Data of the Regional Geo-Information System of the Committee on Land Resources and Land
Management of St. Petersburg: http://rgis.spb.ru/map/
5. The Petersburg strategy for the conservation of cultural heritage. Annex to the Resolution of
the Government of St. Petersburg of November 1, 2005 Nr. 1681. St. Petersburg, 2006.
6. Proceedings of the International Conference of Eastern and Central Europe Countries on the
Application of Scientific and Technological Achievements in the Management and
Preservation of Historic Cities inscribed on the World Heritage List, St Petersburg, 28 January
to 3 February 2007: http://whc.unesco.org/en/soc/1036; Section Summary Report "Managing
the preservation of St. Petersburg".
7. Law of St. Petersburg on December 24, 2008 Nr. 820-7 “The boundaries of zones of protection
of cultural heritage on the territory of St. Petersburg and the modes of use of land within the
boundaries of these zones and on amendments to the Law of St. Petersburg "The Master Plan
of St. Petersburg and the boundaries of the zones of protection of cultural heritage on the
territory of St. Petersburg"": http://gov.spb.ru/law?doc&nd=891801807
8. Text of the speech of the official representative of ICOMOS Todor Krestev at the International
Expert Forum June 1, 2011: http://kgiop.ru/rus/news/1/71.html (currently link does not work)
9. Draft retrospective Statement (declaration) of Outstanding Universal Value of the property,
prepared by a working group of KGIOP in 2011 and submitted to the World Heritage
Committee.
10. Decision of the 36th session of the World Heritage Committee (Saint-Petersburg, 24 June - 6
July 2012): http://whc.unesco.org/en/decisions/4746
11. Information letters of the governor of St. Petersburg G.S. Poltavchenko addressed to the
deputy of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation O.G. Dmitrieva
on October 2 and December 6, 2012.
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Published works
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties. A
publication of the International Council on Monuments and Sites. January 2011:
www.icomos.org/world_heritage/HIA_20110201.pdf
The Quebec Declaration on the Preservation of the Spirit of the Place. 2008:
http://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts
The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities, Towns and
Urban Areas. Adopted by the 17th ICOMOS General Assembly on 28 November 2011.
Athens, 2012: http://www.icomos.org/en/charters-and-texts
Anciferov N.P. Dusha Peterburga. L., 1990.
Gorbatenko S.B. Vsemirnoe nasledie — istoricheskij landshaft Sankt-Peterburgskoj
aglomeracii / World Heritage — the Historical Landscape of the Saint Petersburg
Agglomeration. SPb., 2011.
Gorbatenko S.B. Metodicheskaja koncepcija istoriko-landshaftnykh kompleksov (k
probleme okhrany i vozrozhdenija kul'turnogo nasledija okrestnostej Peterburga) //
Pamjatniki istorii, kul'tury i prirody Evropejskoj Rossii. Tezisy dokladov V Vserossijskoj
nauchnoj konferencii. Nizhnij Novgorod, 1994. S.166-167.
Gorbatenko S.B. Nevskaja guba v kul'turnom landshafte Sankt-Peterburga // Nedvizhimost'
Peterburga. 1994. № 26. S. 29. Frankojazychnyj variant: L´embouchure de la Neva dans le
paysage culturel de Saint-Petersbourg // Le metropole dans son hinterland: la reconquete de
la ville et de sa region. III Colloque europeen: St-Petersbourg 15-21 mai 1994. P. 120-131.
Gorbatenko S.B. Morskie prostranstva v kompozicii petrovskikh rezidencij // Petr Velikij i
ego vremja: Materialy Vserossijskoj nauchnoj konferencii, posvjashhennoj 290-letiju
Poltavskoj pobedy: 8-11 ijulja 1999 g. SPb., 1999. S. 35-41.
Krestev T. Iz JuNESKO o Peterburge: chastnyj vzgljad na obshhuju problemu // SanktPeterburg: Nasledie pod ugrozoj / Saint Petersburg: Heritage at Risk. 2012. S. 168-175.
Krogius V.R. Istoricheskie goroda Rossii kak fenomen ee kul'turnogo nasledija. M, 2009. S.
156-164.
Kul'turnyj landshaft kak ob‘ekt nasledija / Pod red. Ju. A. Vedenina, M. E. Kuleshovoj. M.SPb., 2004.
Likhachev D.S. Gorod na zemle: Obraz goroda. «Nebesnaja linija» goroda na Neve. Ob
arkhitekture. Okhranjaemyj pejzazh // Likhachev D.S. Kniga bespokojstv. M., 1991. S. 392430.
Nikolashhenko B.V. Sem' chudes sveta: rozhdenie idei i koncepcija Vsemirnogo nasledija.
Zodchij-21 vek. Bjulleten'. 2008. № 3(4).
Nikonov N.P. Landshaftno-vizual'nyj analiz vozmozhnogo vlijanija na istoricheskij centr
Sankt-Peterburga vysotnoj dominanty proektiruemogo obshhestvenno-delovogo Kompleksa
Okhta-Centr: http://nikonovpn.spb.ru/?p=607 ; http://nikonovpn.spb.ru/?p=615 ;
http://nikonovpn.spb.ru/?p=638
Nikonov N.P. O roli neboskrebov i vozdushnoj dymki v peterburgskih pejzazhakh:
http://nikonovpn.spb.ru/?p=789
Nikonov N.P. Otkuda budet viden 400-metrovyj Lakhta-centr:
http://nikonovpn.spb.ru/?page_id=600
Nikonov N.P. Narushenija okhrannogo zakonodatel'stva: XXI vek // Sankt-Peterburg:
Nasledie pod ugrozoj / Saint Petersburg: Heritage at Risk. 2012. S. 156-163.
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Unpublished reports
1.

2.

Nikolashhenko B.V., Sementovskaja M.A., Kataev S.B., Gorbatenko S.B. Proekt zon
okhrany pamjatnikov istorii i kul'tury Lomonosova – Petrodvorca – Strel'ny. L., 1989.
Nauchnyj arkhiv KGIOP. O.Z. N-3006.
Gorbatenko S.B, Stepanova T. V. Lakhtinskij istoriko-landshaftnyj kompleks. Koncepcija
zon ochrany. SPb., 1993. Nauchnyj arkhiv KGIOP. O.Z. P. 840. N-4162.

Field Surveys
Detailed field studies were carried out in the Lakhta region from 1992-1993. Their purpose was to
establish sites and landscapes of historical and cultural significance to take them under protection
and to develop a concept of zones of protection (see above).
During this assessment special field studies were conducted to identify points and sectors of the
visual perception of the planned "Lakhta Centre" and its objects of infrastructure. The aim was to
evaluate its impact on the OUV of the World Heritage Site.

Impact Assessment Methodology
The methodology is based on the ICOMOS “Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments for
Cultural World Heritage Properties”. As stated there, “the assessment must be “fit-for-purpose” –
suitable for the WH property and for the changes proposed, and suitable to the local environment.
It must provide the evidence on which decisions can be made in a clear, transparent and
practicable way.” (2-1-3).
Thus for “WH properties, their international significance is established at the time of inscription
and defined as their Outstanding Universal Value (OUV). States Parties undertake to retain and
guard this OUV through protecting and conserving the attributes that convey OUV. The Statement
of Outstanding Universal Value (SoOUV) which sets out why a property is deemed to have OUV
and what the attributes are that convey OUV will be central to the HIA. Every reasonable effort
should be made to eliminate or minimise adverse impacts on significant places [of the property].”
Ultimately, however, it may be necessary to balance the public benefit of the proposed change
against the harm to the place. It is therefore also important to know who benefits from the
proposed change and for what reasons. … WH properties de facto are seen to have global value
and thus logically have a higher significance than national or local heritage value.” (2-1-5)
According to the “Guidance on Heritage Impact Assessments”,
“The assessment process is in essence very simple:

What is the heritage at risk and why is it important – how does it contribute to OUV?

How will change or a development proposal impact on OUV?

How can these effects be avoided, reduced, rehabilitated or compensated?” (2-2-1).
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In the case of the project "Lakhta centre", where it was necessary to deal with an already existing
architectural concept, the process is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data collection
Collate data
Characterise the heritage resource, especially in identifying attributes that convey OUV
Model and assess impacts, direct and indirect
Proposal for mitigation of the impact – reduce, rehabilitate or compensate
Final reporting and illustration to explain the decisions and the proposals for mitigation of
the impact.
7. Dissemination of results and knowledge gained.

Scope of Assessment
This assessment focuses on the impact of the project "Lakhta Centre" on the outstanding universal
value of the World Heritage "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of
Monuments." Furthermore, the monuments under state protection that are situated in the zone of
an active visual impact, as well as the natural reserves Yuntolovskyj Zakaznik with lake Lakhta
(Lakhtinskij Razliv) (boundaries defined by the order N 1275-p of the Governor of St. Petersburg
on November 30, 1999) and the "North coast of the Neva Bay" (established by the decision of the
Government of St. Petersburg on November 25, 2009 № 1342) are taken into account.
Thus, three huge historic landscapes (HLC) were chosen for assessment. Because of this broad
landscape approach, the work focuses on their general characteristics and OUV parameters, as well
as on the total extent of the impact of the project on each of them. The conclusions refer to the
assessment of the overall impact on the historic landscape of the World Heritage property in its
surroundings and context.

Evaluation of Heritage Resource
The methods of collecting information about the property and its assessment are outlined in
sections 3 and 4, as well as in Annex 3A of the ICOMOS Guidance. In this system the value of
heritage attributes is assessed in relation to statutory designations, first of all the outstanding
universal (OUV), the international, national and local protection status, as well as the cultural and
natural value. The assessment should be connected to the attributes of OUV integrity and
authenticity, specified in the retrospective project of the Statement of OUV, supplemented with
regard to the present case.
At the same time, information should be collected and edited on all aspects and features of the
cultural heritage within the possible impact of the project in question taking into account the
historical development of the area, its surroundings and other protected objects, as well as valuable
objects that are no listed national monuments (including natural heritage).
The value of the resources and attributes is defined in accordance with the following table, as Very
High, High, Medium, Low, Negligible or with Unknown Potential.
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Potential visual impact of the "Lakhta Centre" on the components and elements of the World Heritage
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A defendable system for assessing/evaluating impact
The system of protection of the heritage values against the impact of new development is outlined
in Chapter 5 and in Appendix 3B of the ICOMOS Guidance. The consequences of such impacts
are divided into direct and indirect (secondary) ones, for example attached engineering and
transport infrastructure. Positive impacts on the OUV should also be taken into account, if such are
provided by the project.
Scale and severity of the impacts are ranked without regard to the value of the heritage, as
causing No change or causing change – Negligible, Minor, Moderate or Major.
The significance of the effect of change is a function of the value of the heritage and the scale of
the impact. They are classified according to the attached tables from Neutral to Very Large.
A summary of the impact is made for each historical landscape – ADVERSE or BENEFICIAL.
Efforts made in the assessed project to preserve the heritage have to be regarded as an
advantage.
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4. SITE HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION. ATTRIBUTES OF OUV.
OTHER HERITAGE ASSETS. CONDITION
The most important parameters of the elements of the property “Historic Centre of Saint
Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments” defining the OUV, that is potentially influenced by
the “Lakhta Centre”, are determined on the base of the following sources:
1. Original Nomination Application
2. Original Advisory Body Evaluation(ICOMOS)
3. Original WHC Decision
4. Draft retrospective Statement of Outstanding Universal Value for the property, submitted by
the Government of St. Petersburg to the World Heritage Committee in 2012.
Furthermore, scientific analyses and literary works revealing the essence of the historical
landscape of St. Petersburg and its genius loci (App. 1-12) were taken into account.
From the property "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Group of monuments" three
historical landscapes (HLC) were chosen as the most relevant complexes most potentially exposed
to the impact of the project "Lakhta Centre":
1. Historic centre of Saint Petersburg (it has a special importance as the leading component
of the nomination. It is located at a relatively short distance from the proposed facility);
2. Western and south sectors of the Neva Bay: Kronstadt with forts, residences and estates
on the Peterhof Road, on the southern coast of the Neva Bay (are in direct visual contact
with the planned facility due to the open nature of the marine landscape);
3. North-eastern sector of the Neva Bay: Elements of the WH property, situated on the
northern coast of the Neva Bay, between the mouth of lake Lakhta (Lakhtinskij razliv) and
the V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate (are in direct visual contact with the planned facility
due to the immediate closeness to it). Elements of the WH property at the segment to Lissy
Noss, partly included in the solid wood of the nature reserve "North Coast of the Neva
Bay". Yuntolovsky Reserve.
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4.1 Landscape of the historic centre of St. Petersburg
The plot of land chosen for constructing the “Lakhta Centre” is situated 9 km away from the
central point of the historic center of St. Petersburg – the Peter and Paul Cathedral. But the western
elements of the historic centre, the ends (“strelki”) of the “Islands” (Krestovsky and Yelagin, 540001g), are situated at a distance of 2,5-3,5 km. From there the planned skyscraper can be seen
almost completely.
The landscape of the historic center of St. Petersburg is mainly determined by the character of the
natural landscape – the Neva Lowland cut by the wide river and opening up towards the bay. The
“sovran waters” of the Neva in conjunction with the architectural ensembles erected on its banks
form the basis for the common image of the city. Its most important component is the low, smooth
silhouette, refreshed by rare but strong dominants.
The heart of the panoramas and views of the historic center of St. Petersburg is the compositional
relationship of the architectural ensembles with the water space of the Neva River, its tributaries
and canals. In this interaction, a harmonious relation of height was established between high-rise
landmarks, "ordinary" buildings and large areas of open places and waters. Dominant buildings are
50-100 m high, highlights 40-50 m and "ordinary" building blocks 25-30 m. This has been
identified as a crucial part of the phenomenon of urban-planning in the historic center.
The combination of the dominants Peter and Paul Fortress, the Admiralty, the Mikhailovsky
Castle, St. Isaac's cathedral and Smolny cathedral with free space and with the ordinary building
structures defines the composition, the code, of the historic center of St. Petersburg. The semantic
part of this code are the angel hovering on the spire of the Peter and Paul Cathedral and the gilded
Admiralty boat that are accepted symbols of St. Petersburg for a long time, the churches and bell
towers. The tall invasions of the last decade only harm the code; the introduction of new
architectural landmarks, especially those claiming to become new symbols, is a threat to the total
destruction of the code.
The famous writer and honorary citizen of St. Petersburg Daniel Granin commented on the tower
"Okhta center", which also had been advocated by the developer and the city government as a new
symbol of St. Petersburg: "What symbol? What makes it a symbol? Why should the symbol be
changed? Are the Peter and Paul Fortress, the Bronze Horseman and St. Isaac's Cathedral already
not
sufficient
for
us
as
a
symbol
of
the
city?
Incomprehensible."
(http://www.novayagazeta.spb.ru/2009/92/1). This can be fully attributed to the skyscraper
"Lakhta Centre, too.
By 1990 when the historic center of St. Petersburg was included into the World Heritage List, its
historical character, the spirit of the place embodied in the urban landscape, its genius loci, was
generally intact. The "Northern Capital" had preserved its authenticity and integrity to a large
extent.
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A.P. Bogoljubov. St. Petersburg at sunset. 1850. GRM

Panorama of the Neva. 2008
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Alexander Bobkov: “The height is a matter of principle. We are partly crafty, that it is a pure thing
of the developers and nothing more. We see our project as one piece of architectural art, as a
whole. You may like the project or not, but it can’t be cut or shred. Furthermore, we hope that our
item will become a symbol. You can’t cut a symbol. It’s like with the flag, you could probably do
without the red so that nothing reminds about the past, but then it would be no symbol anymore.
Our project is a symbol of the fact that there happens something of significance in Russia, not only
in Moscow. A symbol that Petersburg can’t remain forever the city of Peter’s times only, while 5
million people live in it and it is Europe's fourth largest metropolis. A symbol of what still a part of
the young people believe in: that you can live here, that you don’t necessarily need to leave: Here
you can work, study, here are not only museums. Here are your own people, not on the level of
sellers but of developers. Here, the automobile industry is not at the level of assembly but of
designing. Here the finances are not at the level of salary schemes and sending money abroad, but
at the level of the formation and tying of investment packages. All that is obvious, but it is far
away if we don’t start moving in this direction”.

Promotion of the need of a new symbol for St. Petersburg
(Executive Director of the company "Okhta" Alexander Bobkov)
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Today they are at risk. Because of the lack of proper control and monitoring over the last years,
many parts of the World Heritage property have suffered. First of all, this refers to the key
component of the list – the historical Centre of St. Petersburg (001) and its leading component, the
main city space (001a) – the space of the delta of the Neva and the panorama of the coasts. They
were considerably damaged by the construction of the tall buildings of the new Stock Exchange
and the residential complex “Financier” on the Vasilevsky Island, the high-rise buildings “Aurora”
and “Mont Blanc” on the Vyborg side, and apartment blocks on the Robespierre embankment, the
complex "Silver Mirror" on the Petrograd Side.
In the 1990 – 2000-ies, many city square ensembles were crippled, including those of high
cultural value:
– the Isaakyjevskaya square (its panorama, as well as the perspectives of the Moika river
and Malaya Morskaya street were invaded by the new high glass roof of the “Renaissance” hotel
which opened a list of dissonances in the panoramas of St. Petersburg);
 the Manezhnaya square (the ensemble designed by Carlo Rossi was “enriched” by a
house in the burlesque style of “neoclassicism”);
 the Vladimirskaya square (the role of its most prominent building, along with the Church
of Vladimirskaya Mother of God, is now claimed by the bulky “Regent Hall” office and shopping
Centre);
 the Vosstanyja square, the main rail gateway to the city (distorted by the “Stockmann”
mall erected on the site of demolished historic buildings, and by the firewall of a new hotel on the
Goncharnaya street, 4);
 the Sennaya (Haymarket) square, the Centre of Dostoevsky’s St. Petersburg (messed up by a
cocked glass mall, a bulky overstory on one of the historic buildings and tasteless stands around
the square);
 the Theater square (Teatral‘naja), where the ensemble has been invaded by the second stage of
the Mariinsky Theatre, not true to scale with the historic object.
In addition, urban spaces are not included in the National Register of cultural heritage objects, and
protected ensembles are random and sparse. Suffice it to say that such prominent areas like the
Palace square, the Mikhailovskaya square, the Isaakyjevskaya square, the Senate square are not
listed: protected are only the buildings forming them and monuments located on them.
Distorted is the system of architectural landmarks. Thus, high-rise building on
Bolsheokhtinsky avenue, 9, which is now trailing the perspective of Shpalernaia street along with
the Cathedral Smolny Convent, a masterpiece by Rastrelli. On Moskovsky avenue close to the
ensemble of the Novodevichy Convent, a giant multi-storey residential complex "Imperial" was
erected to suppress it. One can recall many other similar examples. On the Constitution Square, the
so called "Leader Tower" with a height of 140 meters was constructed - now the tallest building in
St. Petersburg. This skyscraper was built exactly in alignment to the Voznesensky Prospect,
8.7 km away from the St. Isaac's Square. This is the same distance as planned between the
skyscraper "Lakhta Centre" and Peter and Paul Cathedral. "Leader Tower" closes the vista of the
prospect and it demonstrates, that a building at this distance does not dissolve in the air even under
the conditions of dense urban smog, and its ability to influence the urban landscape remains.
The historic urban environment keeps on with an uncontrollable loss of its integrity and
authenticity. It should be noted as well that many new buildings appeared affiliated with the
architectural environment of St. Petersburg in the paces of the so-called "gaps" or low-value
structures, which are successful or at least neutral examples of contextual architecture that are not
in contradiction with its historical environment.
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Scheme of the territories of the cultural heritage
of the historic center of St. Petersburg under national protection (marked in green)
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But the integrity and authenticity of the historic urban environment are constantly decreasing. In
recent years, many valuable historic buildings have been taken out of the lists and demolished in
accordance with the findings of fraud experts. In their places, new houses appear that sometimes
bear architectural elements of their predecessors in excuse. However, most often those are
products of international standardized “glass” style often made in an accentuated aggressive
manner towards the historical environment. Another example of this kind is the above-mentioned
new stage of the Mariinsky Theatre, that is "impending" over the historical building.
There are problems in the restoration of monuments of architecture and landscape architecture,
when not only the principles of the Venetian and Florentine charters are violated, but also the ones
of the Leningrad school of restoration based on careful study of the history of the monument and
the strict scientific basis of decisions. Preservation and restoration are often replaced by
reconstruction. The most striking example is the recently concluded radical reconstruction of a
precious monument of the era of Peter – the Summer Garden. It has lost its authenticity forever.
However, this operation had no significant impact on the authenticity of the urban landscape.
In 2005, the Government of St. Petersburg has adopted the "St. Petersburg strategy of protection of
cultural heritage" (Appendix 9). The document includes important regulations, which still define
the basis of its OUV. But, unfortunately, it has no significant effect on the negative processes in
the city and remained a declaration
Despite the losses, the historic center of St. Petersburg as a whole still retains its authenticity and
integrity (Appendix 12). More than a thousand buildings, gardens and parks on its territory
(excluding the elements that are part of the WH-component) have the national status of historical
and cultural monuments of federal and regional significance (see diagram). Protecting zones
(similar to buffer zones) exist, but they are not effective enough.

The composition of the component "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg" according to the
Nomination in 1990.
Serial ID

Name of site element

540-001

Historic Centre of St. Petersburg

540-001a

I. Main City Space

540-001b

II. Nevsky Prospect

540-001c

III. Liteyny District

540-001d

IV. Admiralty District

540-001e

V. Vassilyevsky Island

540-001f

VI. Petrogradskaya Storona

540-001g

VII. Islands
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Signs of OUV of the historic center of St. Petersburg that should be protected in regard to
the assessed project
The image of the city is defined by its landscape, the vast urban project, the architecture and the
genius loci (spirit of place), including:
 imperial nature of the city center. The strictness and aloofness of the buildings on the
embankments, its "harmonies austere" (Pushkin);
 image as city on the water, the dominant role of the Neva, the importance of the "small" rivers
and canals;
 horizontal silhouette with only view strong dominants, traditional character of the skyline;
 historical system of vertical dominants, their hierarchy;
 Outstanding views and panoramas, captured in works of art and literature, especially in the
central area of the Neva (the main urban space). The views are completed by composition, it
ensures the visual communication;
 Specific points, directions and sections for the perception of the landscape, belvederes, terraces,
walking trails;
 composition of the architectural ensembles;
 part of the World Heritage Site in the borders of 1990
Grading

Archaeology

Built heritage or
Historic Urban
Landscape

Very
High

Cultural layers and
settlements on the
ancient trade route
of Neva (since V
century BC)
disclosed by
excavations at the
mouth of the river
Okhta, including
the Swedish fortress
Nienschanz and the
town Nien - the
forerunner of St.
Petersburg. They
are important sights
there. Are within
the boundaries of
the World Heritage
site of 1990, have
the status of
regional cultural
monuments.

Historic Centre of
Saint Petersburg the leading
component of the
property, inscribed
on the World
Heritage List.
Many of the
buildings,
constructions and
works of landscape
architecture have
national protection
status.
.

Historic
landscape

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage or
Associations
Saint Petersburg - a
city-sign, a citytext, there are a lot
of readings about
and interpretations,
praised in verse
and prose, reflected
in drawings and
paintings. Its
genius loci was
identified by A.
Pushkin, disclosed
by N.Antsiferovov
and D. Likhachev.
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4.2 Historic landscapes of the west and south sectors of the Neva Bay
The Neva River flows into the Neva Bay which is a vast shallow water body between the Neva
estuary and Kronstadt representing the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland. The facilities of the
flood prevention complex ("the Dam") can be taken to be the notional western boundary.
Eastwards there is Saint Petersburg. The east west extension of the Neva Bay is 25-30km, the
north south extension is 14-15km and its average depth is 3-5m.
The geologic Littorina Cliff - the coast of the old Littorina Sea which existed here 7,500-5,500
years ago - parallels the coast line. The Sea level exceeded the level of the modern Baltic Sea by 79 meters. The Cliff stretches along the coast framing the lakes Lakhtinsky Razliv and the
Sestroretsky Razliv.
On the south coast of the Neva Bay the Littorina Cliff serves as a huge stylobate for palaces and
estates standing on its edge, from where the long sea panoramas were seen. The author of a
description of Saint Petersburg published in 1718 mentioned in the context of the Peterhof Road as
follows: "...It is easy to realize that this avenue cannot but be pleasant both from the yards on the
highland, and for those who travel by sea having the panorama before their eyes...". In 1723, by
being in Peterhof Peter the Great asked the French ambassador to say to his king that he wished
him to "have in Versailles the same wonderful view like here, where from the one side there is the
sea with Kronstadt, and from the other side Petersburg is seen".
The architecture of the coastal Petrine palaces and parks reflects their exceptional connection with
the water space of the Neva Bay. Their composition steadily comprises of the canals on the main
axis representing prospective clearings finished by sea views. In Peterhof (540-017c) the Peter’s
preferred palace Monplaisir is situated on a small cape three sides of which are washed by the sea!
On the coast the tsar ordered to build the Hermitage surrounded by the canal, and the Marly
ensemble included a high wall with a promenade passageway with wide water panoramas. In the
19th century this tradition was continued in personal palaces, of Nicholas I (the Cottage Palace
with his Maritime Study) and of Nicholas II with the high tower-belvedere, situated in Alexandria
(540-017g).

View of the Neva Bay from Monplaisir (Peterhof)
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The Grand Peterhof Palace had except for an ordinary balcony also promenade galleries on the
wings and the "widow's walk" - a skydeck with balustrade on the roof ridge. An open terrace and a
glazed belvedere crown the roof of the Podzorny Palace situated on a tiny island in the Neva
mouth and washed by water on all sides. The palaces in Dalnye Dubki and Oranienbaum also had
belvederes and galleries.

In Strelna (540-014b) the palace building is cut in the center by three high archways. Through
these arches and further, through the space "corridor" on the axis of the central canal the coastal
landscapes of the upper terrace merge with the seascape. This image of the triumph arch represents
a visible symbol of the "breakthrough" of the continental Russia to the Baltic. Arched wings of the
Grand Palace in Oranienbaum (540-020) crowned with the towers of pavilions "open their arms"
toward the sea panoramas.

Grand Palace in Oranienbaum facing the vast space of the Gulf of Finland
The views opened from the Kotlin Island and the forts surrounding it (540-003) are also important.
Peter the Great ordered to build the trade and war port town of Kronstadt on this island, which is
an outpost of Saint Petersburg in the Gulf of Finland (540-002). The central ensemble of this town
facing the sea (kind of a “staple”) and the Great Palace in Oranienbaum situated on the opposite
side formed architectural “wing flats” on both sides of the main south fairway which is the sea
“gate” of Saint Petersburg. Either ensemble together with the fort tower Kronshlot (540-003b5)
met merchant ships arriving from Europe. The main axes of the ensembles - the Maritime Channel
in Oranienbaum and the Peter the Great Channel in Kronstadt - correspond to each other.
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Narrow width of the Neva Bay, the opposite coast of which is clearly visible with the naked eye,
makes the landscape of its water area and its coasts very vulnerable. The urban development has
already expanded to the west coast of Vasilevsky Island, the reclaimed land of the South-West
district and the area joining from the east to the lake Lakhtinsky Razliv are fully built-up. The
distant views of residential quarters of the Saint Petersburg "sea facade" are opening from the
Marly Wall and Monplaisir in Peterhof (540-017c). The cooling towers and pipes of the NorthWestern TPP represent an apparent discordance, especially in the panorama visible from the
windows of the Palace of Congresses in Strelna.
The following components and elements of the World Heritage property are visually and
compositionally connected with the landscape of the Neva Bay water area under the influence of
the "Lakhta Center" public and business complex (PBC):

Serial ID
540-002
540-003b
540-013
540-014b
540-014d
540-015
540-016
540-017
540-017c
540-017e
540-017g
540-017i
540-018
540-019
540-020а
540-020e
540-025c
54b-025h
540-035
540-035a
540-035b
540-035c
540-035d
540-0З6с

Name of site element
The Historical Part of the Town of Kronstadt
Forts of the Gulf of Finland
The Ensemble of Troise-Sergieva (a small monastery)
the Strelninsky Palace and Park
the Lvov’s Estate
The Palace and Park Ensemble “Mikhailovka”
The Palace and Park Ensemble “Znamenka”
The Palace and Park Ensemble of the Town of Petrodvorets and its Historical
Centre
the Lower Garden
the Lugovoy Park
the “Alexandria” Park
the Park of Farm of Prince of Oldenburg
The Palace and Park Ensemble ‘Sobstvennaya Datcha”
The Palace and Park Ensemble “Sergeevka”
the Historical Centre of the town of Oranienbaum
the Park of the Mordvinovka Estate
the Park “Nearest Dubki”
B. Steinbok-Fermor’s Estate
The Fairways
the Maritime Channel
Petrovsky
Kronstadsky
Zelenogorsky
Oranienbaumsky Spring-Board

Within the territory of the Saint Petersburg districts situated along the south coast of the Neva Bay,
as well as in Kronstadt, including forts, there are 450 facilities (without regard to the elements of
complexes) being on national watch list as historical and cultural monuments of the federal and
regional significance (see the scheme). There are approved protection zones (analogue of buffer
zones), but they do not apply to the Neva Bay.
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Scheme of territories of the World Heritage sites of Kronstadt and the Neva Bay coasts,
being on national watch list (highlighted in green)
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OUV characteristics of palace and park ensembles and estates on the south
coast of the Neva Bay, Kronstadt and forts, that are to be preserved in the
context of the project building being assessed
The image specified by the landscape, the city development idea, architecture and genius loci,
including:






Image of the sea, of the waters, the dominant role of the Neva Bay;
Spatial integrity of the Neva Bay visual basin;
Coast line of the Neva Bay;
Predominance of green woodlands of parks and forests on the coasts of the Neva Bay;
Horizontal silhouette of Saint Petersburg, traditional pattern of the skyline, including the
existing silhouette of the city "sea facade";
 Historically developed system of vertical centerpieces visible from Kronstadt, from forts,
fairways and palace and park ensembles along the Peterhof Road;
 Specific points, directions and sectors of the landscape perception, belvederes, terraces,
galleries, promenade routs;
 Components of the World Heritage property within the boundaries as of 1990.
Grading

Very
High

High

Archaeology

Built heritage or
Historic Urban
Landscape

Historic
landscape

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage or
Associations

Landscapes of
high quality and
value which are
not on watch list:
fragments of
emperor and noble
estates in the
pattern of rural
and forest and
park landscapes.
Historic
settlements. Water
area of the Neva

Ensembles,
gardens and parks,
cultural and natural
landscapes berimed
and storied,
represented in
graphics and
painting (including
architectural
complexes,
harbors, fortresses
and forts of
Kronstadt).

The port town
Kronstadt and
forts, ensembles of
residences and
estates, the convent
on the Peterhof
Road, fairways, all
having the World
Heritage status
(540-002 - 540003с4, 540-013 540-020, 540-035).
Many sites are on
national watch list.
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Bay.
Medium Assets which can
make a significant
contribution to
regional objectives
of the survey:
ancient cultural
layers and
settlements, estates
and pavilions of
XVIII-XIX
centuries. Some
excavated sites are
on national watch
list. Considerable
amount of
unexplored sites.

View of the Neva Bay from the Cottage Palace balcony (Alexandria in Peterhof)
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4.3 Historic landscapes of the north-east sector of the Neva Bay
Lakhta is an initial link of the green landscape zone of the north coast of the Neva Bay and the
Gulf of Finland, together with the Lissy Noss and Sestroretsky, serving as a peculiar kind of
"threshold" of the Karelian Isthmus, the main city recreation. Lakhta is divided from the urbanized
area - the district of new housing development to the west from the Old Village - by natural
barriers, such as the lake Lakhtinsky Razliv and the Yuntolovskaya Grove (Yuntolovskaya
Roycsha) located northwards from it. The woodland spreads further to the west from Lakhta up to
the Lissy Noss including the landscape monuments of the Petrin era - a garden of the Nearest
Dubki and an oak grove next to the Polyany Village (Verpelevo) known as the Middle Dubki. The
most part of this territory is included into the nature reserve "North Coast of the Neva Bay".
Further to the west there is the Lissy Noss cape with the same name dacha village and fort of the
mid-19th-century. To the north from Lakhta and behind the highway and railway routs there is the
Olgino dacha village. The Primorskoe Highway running westwards is the main line of
communication here.
In 1990, many of these assets were included in the World Heritage list as the elements of the serial
nomination "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments":
540-003c1
540-025c
540-025d
540-025e
540-025f
54b-025h
540-034j

Fort Lissy Noss
the Park "Nearest Dubki"
the Poliyns Village
"Dubovaya Roycsha"
Olgino
B. Steinbok-Fermor's Estate
Primorskoe Highway

The Lakhta landscape preserved in general its historical-cultural and aesthetic potential, although
some of its elements were harmed in the course of urbanization and uncontrolled construction
resulted in loss of historic buildings.
4.3.1 Lakhta-Olgino: rural and dacha villages. Lakhta grange

The Lakhta locality has been utilized by the man since ancient times. The Lakhtinskaya man site the Neolithic settlement dated to the second millennium B.C. - was found and investigated in
1922-1926. It used to be located in the Olgino village near the intersection of the present Polevaya
and Yuntolovskaya streets. Currently this place is built up with private houses.
The most ancient and well-known thanks to literature data (Cadastre of the year 1500) settlement
in the analyzed locality was the Lakhta village consisted of 10 households. It may be most likely
assumed that it was a predecessor of the Finnish village Lakhenkuli of 5 households, which is
illustrated in detail on the Swedish plan of 1660-1670's. This plan also demonstrates the lake
Lakhtinsky Razliv located to the north-east from Lakhenkuli und the Rokhilaks-hof grange.
In the second half of the 1760s these lands passed into the ownership of the Count Ya.A.Brus, the
future governor of Saint Petersburg. To this time the village became linear and extended along the
road. Westward next to it there was the grange of Ya.A.Brus and to the east - the Bobylskaya
village, appeared in place of the Swedish grange.
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The plan of the 1840s indicates the Lakhta development: in addition to the previous direction it
began to develop eastwards along the new route of the Lakhtinsky Prospect. At that time the
grange was owned by the State Councilor K.I.Yakovleva. Thereupon the seigniorial house of the
new estate owner the Count A.I.Steinbock-Fermor was built. The communication with the city
across the Lakhtinsky Razliv estuary was performed by means of ferry service, which was later
replaced by an earth bank with a bridge.
In the second half of the 19th century the construction of dachas started up in Lakhta, at that the
village gradually turning into a dacha settlement developed in two directions from the grange: to
the west along the Lakhtinskoe Highway, and to the east, where new streets appeared. The
settlement took more and more place but without occupying the zone of the coast line which was
most valuable as for landscape.
In 1894 the railway communication was opened between Lakhta and Saint Petersburg, following
which a 200 meters long pile bridge was constructed across the Lakhtinsky Razliv estuary along
the earth bank with the road thereon. In the same year the church of St. Peter and Paul was built in
Lakhta (arch. V.V.Shaub). The building of the parochial school was erected nearby.
At the turn of the 19th-20th centuries the Lakhta grange comprised of a seigniorial house, a house
of steward and some outbuildings. In 1902, a power plant with a water tower was built in the
center of the site (the building remained intact).
In 1907 the estate owner V.A.Steinbock-Fermor established a dacha village Olgino named after his
spouse Olga (540-025f). To the year 1913 the number of dacha owners there counted to 350.
Lakhta and Olgino have generally preserved the historical planning and scope of construction
despite the fact that the significant part of dachas dated to the early 20th century is lost at present.
There are only two multi-storey buildings in Olgino: one of them is a good example of
neoclassicism of the mid-20th-century. In general this is a unique dacha village in the nearest
outskirts of Saint Petersburg which preserved its historical scope and architecture pattern till now.
Several years ago two large trade complexes were erected in Lakhta in the place of the former
grange, whereby historic buildings were destroyed or are near destruction. The former power plant
was reconstructed. Some of the remained buildings of both villages, including the church of St.
Peter and Paul in Lakhta, are on national watch list as identified assets of cultural heritage (see the
scheme).
There were no important buildings and facilities on the site dedicated to construction, except
for the sea rescue station with a tower built in the late 19th century, which was the principal
architectural accent at the entrance to Lakhta. The western part of the territory was
occupied by kitchen-gardens and mowing of the Lakhta locals, the east - by a leaved grove
against which the rescue station facilities were well seen.
In the 1970s sand depots - open storage of sand washed over from the bottom of the lake
Lakhtinsky Razliv - were arranged in this place. Sand heaps, metal constructions and pipes were
absolutely out of place near "the north gate" of the city. The new public and business center shall
be an alternative to such a chaos, now passed away.
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Lakhta locality. Map fragment 1678-1704

Moving of the Thunder Stone to the coast in Lakhta. Engraving of the 18th century

Lakhta and the suburbs. Map fragment of the 1840s
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Project plan of the Olgino village. 1907

Olgino as a historical dacha oasis near Saint Petersburg
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4.3.2 Palace and park ensemble of V.A.Steinbock-Fermor

The new seaside estate the White Castle was built in the 1890s (arch. V.P.Tseydler?). It is
surrounded with a large park facing the principal sightseeing attractions of Lakhta - the Peter the
Great pine tree and the chapel, as well as the "Big Stone". A filling pier with a quay ran out into
the sea. An important milestone in the history of the estate is that there were the Lakhtinskaya
sightseeing station and the Nature Museum of the North Coast of the Neva Bay here in the period
from 1919 to 1932. The writer K.Chukovsky used to work here. The outstanding American
educator John Dewey visited the station and commended it.
The White Castle and the park preserved their composition, but the other estate facilities were lost
or significantly reconstructed. The main building is occupied by the radio center, the park is
neglected. The great harm was caused to the ensemble in the 1990s after the erection of a new
building which visually "cut off" the White castle from the sea.
The Palace, the park and one of the outbuildings are on national watch list as identified assets of
cultural heritage (see the scheme).
4.3.3 Peter the Great Memorial Complex

A half-legendary episode of the Peter the Great biography is connected with Lakhta: in November
1724 the Tsar noticed a sinking boat in the sea and dived into the cold water to save dying people.
This incident caused the exacerbation of his disease, and in January of the next year the Emperor
died.
This episode was associated with a dead pine tree as a memorial sign near to which a chapel was
built at the end of the 19th century. It is difficult to say whether accidentally or intentionally, but
the path of movement of the Thunder Stone, the future pedestal of the famous Bronze Horseman,
reached especially this point in 1770. The debris of this tremendous boulder are still towering on
the coast. The pine tree died during the flood of 1924, the chapel was destroyed after the
revolution. Another sight of this place is a group of small hills, according to an old local legend
these are the "Swedish graves".
In 1993 the Peter the Great Memorial Complex was taken under the state protection, but then it
was excluded from the list of the cultural heritage assets.
In 2000 during the celebration of the 500th anniversary of Lakhta the local communities
established a temporary memorial sign in the "Peter the Great place", and in place of the died pine
was planted a new and young one.
4.3.4 Section "Nearest Dubki" - Lissy Noss

Five kilometers to the west in a woodland of the nature reserve "the North Coast of the Neva Bay"
there is a neglected garden of Peter the Great "Nearest Dubki" (540-025c). An axial road and
drainage channels outlining the garden contours remained intact, as well as some old oaks on the
coast. One kilometer westwards there is the Polyany village (Verpelevo, the Middle Dubki - 540024d), marked on Swedish maps of the 17th century, and the "Dubovaya Roycsha" tract (540025e) which is the former nursery garden of Peter the Great where lots of old oaks are still present.
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"White Castle" of V.A.Steinbock-Fermor

Peter the Great Memorial Complex

Park "Nearest Dubki"
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Lakhtinsky cape. Photo of the early 20th century

Lakhtinsky cape. Start of construction works of the "Lakhta Center". 2011

The Neva Bay landscape (view from the north coast towards Saint Petersburg)
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Opposite the Polyany village there is the inhabited island Verperluda, the only one island of the
Neva Bay except for Kotlin. Four hundred meters from the coast in the water area there is the
intersection point of 60 degrees north latitude and 30 degrees east longitude. Single family houses
are being constructed in Polyany and within the surrounding territory since the late 2000s
changing herewith the pattern of this historic locality.
Further along the coast there is the Lissy Noss cape. Russian settlements existed here as early as in
the 15th century, then they were replaced by a "bush" of Finnish villages. In view of the Crimean
war a harbor for gun boats and an artillery redoubt (540-003c l) were established on the cape in
1854. A stone dam has remained of the harbor, fortifications of the redoubt have lost the accuracy
of their contours.
In the present section only the park "Nearest Dubki" is on national watch list (see the scheme).
4.3.5 Lakhtinsky Razliv and Yuntolovskaya Roycsha

The lake Lakhtinsky Razliv is a shallow cove of the Neva Bay located to the north-east from the
planned construction site of the "Lakhta Center". The Razliv is trapezoidal in the plan, the rivers
Kamenka and Yuntolovka flow into it from the north. In the south it is crossed by a bridge with the
railway and the Primorskoye Highway (540-034j).
The Lakhtinsky Razliv is an important natural element of the historic landscape of Saint
Petersburg which has been indicated on all maps since the 17th century. On the eastern waterside
there are multi-storey residential quarters, and on the western one - development area of the former
Bobylskaya village and the new villa community "Versailles". The water mirror of the Lakhtinsky
Razliv together with the sea space of the Neva Bay and woodlands is the principal element of the
natural landscape in the surrounding area. The great harm was caused to its panorama by the heat
pipeline laid open, which blocked the views of this water body from the most important routs of
visual perception, such as the railway and the Primorskoye Highway.
The north side of the Lakhtinsky Razliv is framed by the Yuntolovskaya Roycsha which is a halfmarshy woodland that together with the Razliv has the status of the state nature complex reserve of
the regional significance (see the scheme). Within this territory there are stopover sites of
swimming birds on the White Sea - Baltic route of their migration (many of them are red-listed as
endangered species). Currently the reserve is under the pressure of urbanization: in the east it is
embraced by the high-speed circuit of the "North-West diameter", and the residential areas and a
new zoo are planned to be build around.
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Scheme of territories of the cultural heritage assets of the North-East sector
of the Neva Bay being on national watch list (highlighted in green)
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OUV characteristics of the World Heritage sites on the North coast of the Neva
Bay (from Lakhta to Lissy Noss), that are to be preserved in the context of the
project building being assessed
The image specified by the landscape, architecture and genius loci, including:











Image of the sea, of the waters, the dominant role of the Neva Bay;
Coast line of the Neva Bay;
Green woodland of parks and forests on the coasts of the Neva Bay;
Existing silhouette and the city planning scope of the "sea facade", hierarchy of the city vertical
centerpieces;
Specific points, directions and sectors of the landscape perception, promenade routs;
Composition of the V.A.Steinbock-Fermor's Estate, traditional scaling and spatial relations
between the ensemble and the surrounding landscape (with regard to the "green wing flats");
Place of interest "Peter the Great Memorial Complex";
Planning structure, rhythm and scale of historic settlements development, traditional scaling and
spatial relations between the ensemble and the surrounding landscape (with regard to the "green
wing flats");
Elements of the World Heritage property within the boundaries as of 1990.

Grading

Archaeology

Very
High

Medium Assets which can
make a significant
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of the survey:
ancient cultural
layers and
settlements (up to
and including XVII
century).
Considerable
amount of
unexplored sites.

Built heritage or
Historic Urban
Landscape

Historic
landscape

Monuments,
ensembles and
historic settlements
included into the
component 540025 of the World
Heritage. Some
assets are on
national watch list.

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage or
Associations
Legend of the last
heroic act of Peter
the Great.

Landscapes not
having the cultural
protection status,
which are equal to
the special historic
identification of
the landscape:
solid wood of
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"North Coast of
the Neva Bay" and
Yuntolovsky
Reserve with
Lakhtinsky
Razliv, historic
settlement
Bobylskaya with

Tradition to study
the north coast of
the Neva Bay at
the Lakhtinskaya
sightseeing station.
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cemetery, historic
cultivated land.
4.4 Analyzed HLCs in the historic landscape of the World Heritage property
The analyzed HLCs (historic landscape complexes) take a significant place in the structure of
Saint Petersburg nomination, which apparently results from the central position in the structure of
its landscape (see the scheme) and the numerous lists of components of the World Heritage
property included therein. We did not study the OUV of other components because of their
remoteness from the location of the future project building, and due to their specific landscape
compositions for which the project center shall have not any important significance.
Taking into account the great importance of the Neva Bay and its coasts in the landscape of the
World Heritage property it is recommended while developing the project of buffer zones to
integrate it therein with the status which would correspond to the zones of the protected landscape
in the national legislation. In this context the words of the "Gazprom" chief A.Miller, which he
said in June 2011 at the presentation of the "Lakhta Center" project to the Chairman of the
Government D.Medvedev about the further development of the city from the "Lakhta Center" into
the sea on the filling areas, shall be considered as very dangerous.
4.5 Authenticity and Integrity
The authenticity and integrity of the World Heritage property in the project of the retrospective
declaration (petition) on the outstanding universal value presented by the Russian Federation in
2012 (appendix 12) are specified as follows:
"The St. Petersburg agglomeration in general and the historic center in particular have preserved
their integrity. The possibility of unimpeded observation of the city landscapes of Saint Petersburg
is an essential condition of the preservation thereof. That is why the high-rise construction at the
turn of the 20th-21st centuries immediately outside the historic center is a threat to the World
Heritage property...
The original planning of the 18th century and the most part of the buildings of the 19th - early 20th
centuries in the historic center of Saint Petersburg preserved their authenticity. In the middle of the
1940s there was a start of hard work extended over decades on reviviscence of the war-shattered
suburb palace and park ensembles. Being reconstructed in reliance on historic sources they
confirm with the mere fact of their appearance the authenticity of the historic landscape of Saint
Petersburg and its suburbs".
But due to imperfection of statutory instruments, of the management system, city planning
documents (the general layout and protection zones) the integrity and authenticity of the World
Heritage property constantly suffer losses (see above). The potential danger of the "Lakhta Center"
skyscraper erection is another evidence thereof.
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5. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The borders of the zone of the proposed placement of the buisiness center "Lakhta Centre" are
shown on the official website of the Regional Geographic Information System (RGIS):
http://www.rgis.spb.ru/map/
The description of the
(http://www.proektvlahte.ru):

project

is

taken

from

the

website

“Lakhta

centre”

Project concept
Lakhta Centre is a large scale project of the construction of a modern business Centre in Primorsky district
of Saint Petersburg exercising a wide range of public functions with a developed public and transport
infrastructure. Lakhta Centre is implemented as a pilot project of an integrated development of the area
and the construction of a mini city on the outskirts of Saint Petersburg, a sustainable district for life and
work. The headquarters of Gazprom Neft and other Gazprom Group companies will be the Centre of the
cluster in Primorsky district to be surrounded by business enterprises.
The project objective is the construction of a cluster in Petersburg meeting the world standards of the
construction of a business and public environment aimed at increasing the level of business activity in the
city and North-western region as a whole.
The concept of the project implies the construction of a large office Centre and a scientific and educational
complex. For the citizens it is planned to build a sports complex, a children’s techno-park and a series of
free public facilities, including shops, restaurants, cafes and other services. A large attention in the project
will be paid to the improvement of the transport situation in Primorsky district.
The need in the public and business area with a developed public infrastructure is caused by urgent tasks
faced in economy and public life of the city. An integrated approach to the arrangement of the urban space
will allow creating necessary conditions for the development of business, attracting large companies and
creating new highly paid jobs. A new business area will absorb the business load which is unusual for the
Centre of the city which together with additional revenue into the city’s budget from new investor
companies will enable to preserve a unique image of Petersburg.
Economic Advantages
The implementation of the project of a business bunch is caused by the necessity to construct a modern
business area meeting world standards on a business environment.
“What does the development model of our city for the nearest 50 years imply? It means the attraction of
large companies both domestic and international willing to allocate their scientific and research Centres,
advanced production facilities and their headquarters and sub-offices there, says Director of Development
Company Oleg Barkov. The way of integrating into a capital or a large city is a desperate fight for
allocating headquarters or production facilities of large companies. Have a look at London. According to
city authorities’ representatives in charge for the development of the city, London survives only because
there are offices of large companies in there. At present out of 100 top world largest companies 30
companies have their offices there”. These companies will come to our city only after office spaces of the
appropriate level have appeared here. And it is the objective of creating such a business environment which
the project of the construction of a business bunch of Gazprom group companies is aimed at.
The implementation of the project will bring about the creation of new jobs both for the period of
construction and when offices of large companies, shopping and entertainment Centres, hotels are built in
the new area.
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The development of business will enable to significantly increase tax revenues to the city’s budget which
will be spent both for public programs and the preservation of the historic image of Saint Petersburg.
Project Description
Gazprom neft business Centre will be built in Lakhta, in Primorsky district of Saint Petersburg, at the exit
from the city between the Gulf of Finland and Primorskoye highway. Earlier at the site a sand yard was
located. There are no residential buildings and cultural monuments at the site so the implementation of the
project will not require either demolition or rehabilitation of the facilities existing in the district. The site
area is 14 hectares, the site adjoins to the open sites, which in future a mini city can be built integrated
through a common architectural solution and transport system.
Lakhtra Centre location is remote from the historic Centre of the city at over 9 km. Thus the location of a
new area entirely complies with the law On the Boundaries of the Areas of Protection of Cultural Heritage.
(N 820-7 dated 19.01.2009), in compliance with which under protection is “...the combination of
components of historic urban landscape with accents and landmarks in the background of the sky within the
range of the visibility of 6 km. The property located outside the range of 6 km become blurred and do not
have any impact on the visual perception of the vista”.
An advantage of the site is wonderful vistas and closeness to water. Another advantage principal for the
successful implementation of the project of the construction of a business Centre is its closeness to main
motor highways, the Ring Road and Western Speed Diameter being built at the moment and an opportunity
to get to main railway stations and Pulkovo airport. It will ensure a convenient communication of the future
business area with the Centre of both Petersburg and Moscow.
Among the associated advantages of the site there is a more favourable geologic situation as compared to
that on Okhta. According to the reports of the engineering and geological investigations conducted in
different years, the soils at the site in Lakhta allow reducing the cost of the design and construction
significantly. Vendian clay which can serve as a solid sub-base for the foundation, in Lakhta are at the
depth of up to 30m whereas on Okhta this value was 60m. On such a soil a high-rise building with a less
solid foundation may be built which according to preliminary assessment will reduce the cost of the
construction of the underground part of the high-rise building at 20%.
According to the investigations conducted the ecologic situation in Lakhta is one of the most favorable in
the city.
Architectural concept
Lakhta Centre architectural concept will be created based on the project which was previously designed to
be constructed on Okhta promontory in Krasnogvardeysky district. The project will be significantly revised
and adjusted to the new location and site layout. As assessed on a preliminary basis the costs for the
adjustment of the project of the business Centre which was approved earlier in Lakhta will be not more
than 30-50% of the cost of the design and approval of the new project. Furthermore the existing project of
the business complex has passed through all state authorities which acknowledged its compliance with the
relevant standards and requirements which will accelerate the construction of the new Centre by 2 years
and significantly reduce the costs of the design and approval of the new project.
The project of a business Centre with a high-rise landmark and base buildings was selected as a result of
an international architectural contest conducted by the investor in 2006. The winner of the contest was
RMJM company which proposed a project complying with the requested functions of the future
headquarters of a large energy company and concordant with the architectural traditions of Petersburg.
Petersburg was created as a city of horizontals. A flat lowland dictated buildings relatively even in height,
and in some spots accentuated with high-rise ensembles. The spire of the Peter and Paul Fortress, the
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Admiralty, the doom of the St. Isaac’s Cathedral are city forming landmarks with architectural ensembles
around them.
The role of the high-rise building envisaged in the concept of a business Centre is played in the creation of
an architectural accent of a business Centre which will be constructed on the former industrial and un-built
areas. Without competing with the traditional city’s landmarks due to the remoteness from the historic
buildings, the high-rise ensemble on the coast of the Gulf of Finland will be a city forming element and a
draw of attraction for a new development project and business in a new developing district of the city.
The main architectural motives of Petersburg are reflected in the concept of a business Centre. It is a
theme of a lonely spire in the horizontal landscape, and leaning base buildings symbolizing the ship hull,
and maritime theme of wave-like bearing structures. An organic form of the building symbolizes the power
of water, the flow of space, openness and lightness. The effect of free fall and maximum blending of the
future complex with the environment will be emphasized by the glass of a special type, owning to this glass
the tower will change its colors creating a feeling of a living being.
At present the architectural concept is being revised which will enable to insert the buildings of the future
business complex into new surroundings on the coast of the Gulf of Finland. Young Russian architects will
be involved in the work related to some parts of the project including the embankment and berths.
Transport Infrastructure Development
The construction of Gazprom neft business Centre will enable to resolve the issue of transport
communication in the north-west of Petersburg. The project implies the development of new types of
transport (light rail system and water communication), and the extension of the existing roads and road
junctions which will enable the car drivers to drive in any direction by bypassing the Centre of the city.
At present the lack of road junctions in the area of Lakhtinsky Razliv and the crossroads of Savushkina and
Planernaya streets results in a heavy congestion. To eliminate it the transport infrastructure of the district
will be significantly reconstructed. The construction of the Western Speed Diameter, the construction of
Shuvalovsky highway, the extension of Staroderevenskaya and Mebelnaya streets, the completion of the
construction of Bogatirsky highway will increase the number of roads connecting the north-western and
southern parts of Primorsky district. Together with the extension of Primorskoye highway in the area of
Lakhta from two lanes up to six lanes and the construction of the road junction at the crossroads of
Savushkina and Planernaya streets the throughput capacity of the highways connecting the district with the
rest of the city will be increased twice as much.
A modern road junction at the crossroads of Savushkina and Planernaya streets will enable the car drivers
to drive the problematic section without stopping at the traffic lights. The construction of new 32nd and
49th highways will lay the foundations of the solution of traffic congestion near Lakhtinsky Razliv. By going
in parallel to the Ring Road, it will transverse the Western Speed Diameter and closes onto Suzdalsky
prospect. The extension of the road lane at the road police station owning to the extension of Suvalovsky
prospect and the construction of a road junction will finally resolve the issue of traffic communication in
this area. A free entrance and exit to the area of a new business Centre will facilitate a new road junction
which has access to all the large highways. This will allow forming convenient transport routes in advance
connecting the future business district with an administrative Centre and other districts of the city.
According to the nearest plans of the city’s administration a light rail transport will be launched on the
existing railway track from Finlyandsky railway station to the planned business Centre in Lakhta, a new
tram line from Primorskaya metro station. Also in this area the new metro station is planned to be built.
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Site Plan of the location, destined for the construction of "Lakhta Centre (http://rgis.spb.ru/map/)

Scheme of the development of transport infrastructure in the area of "Lakhta Centre"
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Materials from the visualization of the project "Lakhta Centre" (http://proektvlahte.ru)
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6. ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF THE TOTAL IMPACT OF
THE PROPOSED CHANGES
The analysis of drawn visual schemes allows evaluating the “Lakhta Center” Project impact on
components and elements of the site from the World Heritage list “Historic Centre of Saint
Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments” (without regard to their value). It is necessary to
instantly point out that there is no positive impact on the OUV and other characteristics of
the cultural heritage sites in the published “Lakhta Center” concept (see as above).

6.1 Impact on the landscape of the historic centre of St. Petersburg
The scheme "Visibility zones of the "Lakhta Center" high-rise building" includes the principal
zones where people are expected to perceive the integration of the building silhouette into the
urban panorama. The scheme was drawn up for a component of the World Heritage property
"Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg".
The screening effect of trees is not considered in this scheme because that is not a constant factor
but is subject to change over time. During almost six months trees are semi-transparent due to fall
of leaves.
The representation of the visibility zones is schematic, i.e. reasonably simplified, and used to
illustrate the localization of these zones in the territory of the component of the World Heritage
site within the historically established districts of the St. Petersburg city center. Except for the
mentioned areas many local zones of visibility are assumed to be in other parts of the examined
area. But the value thereof may be ignored against the overall picture of the visual impact of the
building on the principal urban landscapes.
The high-rise building of the "Lakhta Center" complex would have a significant effect on the
following most important cityscapes:
1. The view of the right bank of the Neva River from the left bank along the entire length
from the middle of the Smolny Embankment to the end of the English one but excluding a
small fragment at the junction of the Palace and the Admiralty Embankments, as well as
two unimportant segments of the Admiralty and the English Embankments. When going
along the embankments, in the section between the Smolny and the Admiralty ones the
project building silhouette will interact with the existing dominants, the main of which is
the Spire of the Peter and Paul Cathedral. From the point in the beginning of the Trinity
Bridge by the Suvorov Square it will invade the space between the Spire silhouette and the
Cathedral dome. From the point on the Palace Embankment in front of the entrance to the
Hermitage it will tower near to the north Rostral Column to the same height.
2. View from the Palace Square to the Palace Passage. The project building silhouette appears
above the Kunstkamera Museum, visible from the square, from the right side of its tower.
Assuming that the Kunstkamera ridge is 16m tall, and the total height of this building with
the tower is 38m, from the wall of the General Headquarters which continues the red line
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Zones of visual perception of the 462m tall "Lakhta Center" high-rise building within the boundaries
of the World Heritage Property "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg"
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of the Admiralty Prospect the project building observed at a human height will be seen
from behind the Kunstkamera rising almost to the tower height of 35.4m. While moving
along this facade inward the square we can see almost near the Arch of the General
Headquarters that the project building silhouette is towering above the buildings of the
Universitetskaya Embankment to the height exceeding 1.5m the tower height. These views
will be slightly screened by trees of the Winter Palace (Razvodnoy) Garden (in the Palace
Passage in front of the Winter Palace). To shadow the skyscraper even with the tops of
trees they shall be in the first case 10.5m or higher and in the second case 14m tall.
3. That part of the Alexander Garden, where the Senate Square is situated, between the
Bolshaya Neva Embankment and the St. Isaac’s Cathedral, will be a convenient point to
observe the project building. Trees and shrubs will shadow it in some way. For example, it
is safe to say that the project building will be hidden by a solid volume of trees in the
segment from the St. Isaac’s Cathedral walls along the Admiralty Prospect and even from
the St. Isaac's Square from the Angleterre Hotel. But nearer to the Neva it will appear in
spaces between trees where they are thinning out and finally give place to a large open
grass-plot surrounding the Bronze Horseman Monument. Ones trees will already not block
the view at all, the project building will be seen above the roof of the First Cadet Corps
belonging to the Menshikov’s Estate. It will be visually perceived as being higher than the
Bronze Horseman, which with its stretched hand will seem to point at it. On drawing near
the Monument the project building will optically get lower. Among the view points there is
one from which it visually appears beneath the palm of the Bronze Horseman, as if the
palm lies on its top. This view point is located next to one of the garden passage ways.
4. View from the Field of Mars and from the Summer Garden, at least at the point of entrance
to the Swan Canal. The top of the project building will stand above the roof of the Barracks
of the Pavlovsky Regiment (Lenenergo building). Also from the Summer Palace of Peter
the Great in the Summer Garden it appears above the walls of the Peter and Paul Fortress
and as a small fragment in the space between houses on the Suvorov Square.
5. View from the Mikhailovsky Garden and from the Kashtanovaya Alley in front of the
Engineers’ Castle. The trees of the Mikhailovsky and the Engineers’ Gardens will build a
tight shield blocking the view of the project building in question. A small risk remains here
that it occasionally looks through the trees.
6. Tauride (Tavrichesky) Garden. Here also a small risk remains that it occasionally looks
through the trees.
7. View from the Sverdlovskaya Embankment and the Okhtinsky Cape to the Smolny
Convent complex. The ridge height of the Smolny Convent living buildings is about 19
meters. The building in question is 6 meters taller – up to 25.6 meters. But on the river
bank between these convent buildings and the embankment there are lofty trees which
significantly tower above the surroundings and in some way hide the project building. Also
it will be hidden by the domes of the corner churches of the living buildings surrounding
the Smolny Cathedral. From the Malookhtinsky Bridge, which is located on the
Sverdlovskaya Embankment and rises 6 meters above it, the height of the project building
in question will be already about 32 meters considered at a human height in plane of the
Convent living buildings. But at the same time the principal view of the project building is
blocked by the Smolny Cathedral, by the domes of the corner churches of the living
buildings, and tree branches filling out the spaces between them. So it is expected that the
“Lakhta Center” high-rise building will be almost not seen from the Sverdlovskaya
Embankment in the Smolny Convent panorama. Notwithstanding the above it shall not be
ignored that on the way from the embankment inwards the river bank to the
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Bolsheokhtinsky Prospect the terrain is rising from 3 to 6 meters in average, while the
screening effect of trees and the Convent buildings decreases, and the presence of the
project building silhouette in its panorama becomes much more visible.
8. Zayachy Island. A large part of the open space in the north of the Zayachy Island within
the Peter and Paul Fortress will be a point from where the building in question will be
observed above the buildings of the modern zoological garden.
9. City view from the Nevskaya Kurtina of the Peter and Paul Fortress which is an important
city skydeck. Thanks to the high position thereof above the surroundings the project
building will be observed in full very well. The line of sight goes almost tangentially to the
bell tower of the Peter and Paul Cathedral such that the project building and the spire of the
bell tower will build an architectural duet. Obviously this building will dominate in urban
panoramas opening from city skydecks - from the colonnade of the St. Isaac's Cathedral,
the belfry of the Smolny Cathedral, from the bridges crossing the Neva River, and from
windows of such places of visits for citizens and city guests as the Hermitage and the
Marble Palace.
10. View of the Kronverk at the exit from the Trinity Bridge. The silhouette of the building in
question will tower above the Kronverk. The trees along the beginning of the
Kamennoostrovsky Prospect will partially block this view, but their branches grow higher
than the line of sight, and the mentioned view will open beneath. For pedestrians these
trees do not block the view at all.
11. The public garden on the Trinity Square will be wholly open for the building observation
except for one long and narrow area. Because the plantings in the public garden are
generally represented by low-growing shrubs and single trees, they will little screen the
project building.
12. The view of the project building exactly gets into the cross section of the Dobrolyubov's
Prospect.
13. The Maritime Victory Park on Krestovsky Island, the Yelagin and Kamenny Islands will
be in a zone of clear visibility of the building in question. Despite lush vegetation and due
to close location of such a high building the optical presence thereof shall be expected in
spaces between trees, especially when nearing the coast of the Gulf of Finland. The most
clear view of the building will be the case from the spits of the Krestovsky and Yelagin
Islands, as well as from the point in front of the Yelagin Palace, i.e. from its main external
stairway, and from windows thanks to a vast open terrain of the Maslyany Meadow in front
of them which is stretched exactly along the line of sight at the "Lakhta Center" building.
14. City view from the water area of the Neva River, including within the main urban territory.
15. Local visibility of the project building shall be expected in various parts of the city where it
will appear in spaces between houses. One of the most representative cases thereof is the
south-eastern corner of the St. Isaac's Square at the entrance to the Mariinsky Palace.
Account must be taken of that the impact of the project building visibility on urban landscapes will
soar before sunsets in sunny days when city buildings of normal height dive into twilight shadows,
and the objects in the sky such as aircrafts are still lit by the sun. Even more impressive effect shall
be expected also when it gets dark and the lights are switched on in the rooms.
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Scheme of the landscape and visual analysis with numbers of panorama fixation points
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Results of the landscape and visual analysis
Yelagin Island, view from the western spit (point 12)
This image represents a photographic picture made with a wide-angle camera, which let
demonstrate the space of the spit ensemble with figures of lions. The distance to the project
building is 3.39km.
In the middle ground the "Golden Harbour" complex is seen which is located one kilometer away
from the imaging point and is 92 meters tall. The wide angle of the camera lens allows fast
foreshortening of the second and the subsequent grounds, which shall not be considered as
insignificance of visual perception of objects masses positioned thereon. When slightly distanced
from the foreground, the backgrounds significantly "rise" above the fore ones suppressing them.
The visual characteristic of this site being one of the classic views of St. Petersburg which
emphasizes the fusion of the city with nature and large length of seas is nowadays significantly
defeatured by building blocks on the opposite bank. The construction of the "Lakhta Center" highrise building shall make this trend much worse.
Krestovsky Island. View from the western spit (point 13)
The spit of Krestovsky Island is an arena from which the "Lakhta Center" high-rise building will
appear in full, not crossed by the objects of medium grounds. The distance to it from there will be
2.43km. The building shall almost fully block the view of the North-West Thermal Power Plant,
which is located at a distance of 8.02km. Currently we can see pipes and cooling towers of this
TPP becoming convinced that despite such a distance they are visible very well and play a
remarkable role in forming the landscape which is already largely urbanized due to development
of the area on the opposite bank. The construction of the "Lakhta Center" high-rise building will
trigger this process.
To this must be added that besides the "Lakhta Center" building on this image and on the image of
the spit of Yelagin Island an overpass of the Western High-Speed Diameter shall appear in the
future which will block both of these views. It is impossible so far to represent it on these images
because the project thereof is not available yet.
Palace Embankment from the point facing the entrance to the Hermitage and from the
Trinity Bridge (points 14,15)
The presented images are not a result of work of the authors of this survey, but are extracted from
the official web-site of the "Lakhta Center" project developer http://proektvlahte.ru.
The authors of this assessment recognize sufficient correctness and cogency thereof in presentation
of the expected effect from the construction of the "Lakhta Center" high-rise building. The first
two images demonstrate the view from the Palace Embankment a little more eastern from the
entrance to the Hermitage. The project building distance from there is 9.11km.
The next image illustrates the expected view from the Trinity Bridge at the exit to the Suvorov
Square. The distance to the project building is 9.51km.
In the first case the new high-rise building is expected to appear in close vicinity to the north
Rostral Column and to be alike in height. Both silhouettes will be visible against the sky
significantly disfeaturing the Spit ensemble.
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Spit of Yelagin Island. Point 12
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Spit of Krestovsky Island. Point 13
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Palace Embankment. Points 14,15
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In the second case the image reflects the expected appearance of the project building silhouette
above the roof of the Peter and Paul Cathedral between the spire and the dome thereof. This is also
shall be considered as a significant disfeaturing of the view of the Peter and Paul Cathedral.
Winter Canal (point 16)
The building in question will be situated in a zone of visibility along the whole left bank of the
Neva River from the Smolny Embankment to the English one. It will be seen also in the landscape
opening from under the arch above the Winter Canal. From this point the distance to it will be
9.25km.
What stands out is that while distancing from the valuable elements of the urban landscape of the
foreground, such as Rostral Columns, these elements are getting visually smaller according to the
laws of prospective, but a massive remote object preserves its height and massiveness. That's why
an impression emerges that it growths compared to these elements. So, on the images 14.1 and
14.2 the project building looks a little lower than the Rostral Column, but on this image it is
already taller.
Field of Mars (point 17)
The distance to the project building from the imaging point is 9.87km. This image demonstrates a
probability of expected “surprises” which will be seen in spaces between houses.
Palace Square (point 18)
The distance to the project building in its visibility zone from the Palace Square is 9.1 to 9.45km.
The project building visibility zone comes to the Palace Square through the Palace Passage which
builds a gap in the forefront of the embankment ensemble at the junction of the Palace and the
Admiralty Embankments. It covers the Winter Palace Garden (Razvodnoy Sad) (in the Palace
Passage in front of the Winter Palace), as a long strip streams to the square and abuts against the
faсade of the General Headquarters. The eastern side of this strip reaches almost the Arch of the
General Headquarters.
The project building will be seen as a bulk towering above the buildings of the Universitetskaya
Embankment which is visible in the gap of the Palace Passage. While moving away inwards the
square along the facade of the General Headquarters it will rise above the Kunstkamera moving
towards the South Pack-house. The height of the Kunstkamera roof ridge is 16 meters; the total
height with the tower is 38 meters. In the plane of the Kunstkamera the project building is visually
rising to the height 35.4 to 39.5 meters as considered at a height of an observer which is nominally
equal to 2 meters.
But it should be taken into consideration that the view of the project building will be shadowed by
trees of the Winter Palace Garden (Razvodnoy Sad). In the period they stand without leaves it will
be visible among trees and in summers it appears in spaces between crowns. The conditions of its
visual perception will be the same as the existing perception conditions of the Universitetskaya
Embankment development. That being said it must be generally recognized that the vegetation of
the Winter Palace Garden (Razvodnoy Sad) is not sufficient to fully screen the Palace Square
from the perception of the project building.
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Winter Canal. Point 16
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Field of Mars. Point 17
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Palace Square. Point 18
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Palace Square. Point 18
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Alexander Park, Senate Square (point 19)
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Alexander Park, Senate Square (point 19)
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Alexander Park, Senate Square (point 19)
The zone of the project building visual perception in the area of the Senate Square starts from the
embankment and goes inwards the Alexander Park into the gap between the buildings of the
Admiralty and of the Senate and Synod. While deepening into the Park the conditions of
perception thereof become worse due to a screening effect of the park green planting, but a vast
expanse of the Senate Square around the Monument of Peter the Great (Bronze Horseman)
represents an open landscape. Distancing further from the Park the boarder trees start playing their
screening role not at once, because a sight freely goes between tree stems under their branches. So,
the Park in the largest part of its depth remains an observation place of the building, which will
tower over the building complex of the Menshikov Palace - above the Palace itself and the First
Cadet Corps.
The distance to the project building in the visibility zone of this part of the Park is 8.9 to 9.2km.
The height of the Monument of Peter the Great, which is 10.4 meters, shall be taken into account
by visual perception of the project building height. Rising from behind the Menshikov Estate the
project building, while going further into the Park, will "grow" over the roofs thereof becoming
first equal in height with the Monument and than exceeding it where trees do not screen it. Among
the view points there is one from which the palm of the stretched hand of Peter the Great seems to
touch the tip of the project building. This view point is located next to one of the garden passage
ways, such that this effect will catch the eye. The impression got from the other view points will
consist in that effect as if Peter the Great points with his stretched hand at the project skyscraper.
Ценность ресурса:
Value of Heritage Assets:
Grading

Archaeology

Built heritage or
Historic Urban
Landscape

Very
High

Cultural layers and
settlements on the
ancient Neva trade route
which were discovered
during excavations in
the estuary of the Okhta
River (from the V
millennium B.C.),
including the Swedish
fortress Nyenschantz
and the town Nyen – the
predecessors of Saint
Petersburg – are a vary
important sightseeing
attraction. Within the
boundaries of the World
Heritage Property since
1990. Status of a
regional cultural
heritage site.

The historic centre of
Saint Petersburg is the
principal component of
the property included
to the World Heritage
List. Many buildings,
constructions and
pieces of the landscape
architecture have the
national protection
status.

Historic
landscape

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage or
Associations
Saint Petersburg is a
sign-city, a text-city
with multiple
interpretations
inspiredly berimed and
storied, variously
represented in graphics
and painting. Its genius
loci was defined by
A.Pushkin, developed
by N.Antsiferov and
D.Likhachev.
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Magnitude of impact:
Impact Grading
Moderate

Historic landscape attributes
Changes of many key elements of the historic landscape, sites or
components; visual changes of many key types of the historic
landscape.
Evaluation of Overall Impact:

Value of
Heritage
Assets
Very High

Magnitude of impact
No change
Negligible
Minor change
Major
Moderate
change
change
change
SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT OR OVERALL IMPACT - ADVERSE
Neutral
Slight
Moderate/Large Large/very large
Very large

VALUE OF HERITAGE ASSETS: VERY HIGH
MAGNITUDE OF IMPACT – MODERATE
OVERALL IMPACT – ADVERSE.

6.2 Impact on the historic landscapes of the western and south sectors of
the Neva Bay
Results of the landscape and visual analysis
Kronstadt. The North coast (point 4)
The distance to the project building 22.1km. As a bench mark for determination of the optical
building height a pipe of the North-Western Thermal Power Plant (TPP) was chosen which is 158
meters tall. The distance to this pipe is 17.57km.
For this image we used a photograph made with a standard lens camera with the angle wide
enough to catch both the TPP pipes, and the building position, and the elements of the landscape of
the north coast of Kronstadt.
Kronstadt. Quay (point 5)
The distance to the project building is 20.98km. The distance to the pipes of the North-Western
TPP - 16.7km.
This image also was made with a standard lens camera but with a some longer focal length. That is
why the building in question as well as all objects of the distance shot look a little bigger than that
on the foregoing image.
Lomonosov (Oranienbaum). Harbor (point 6)
According to the results of the field survey it is found that the project building has a visual impact
on open panoramas of the water area of the Gulf of Finland visible from the coast. We detected no
cases of the visual impact thereof from the mainland on the historically and culturally valuable
landscapes, as well as from high places, because the project building is hidden with lush high trees
in the foreground.
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Kronstadt. The North coast (point 4)
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Kronstadt. Quay (point 5)
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Lomonosov (Oranienbaum). Harbor (point 6). Fragment
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Lomonosov (Oranienbaum). Harbor (point 6)
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The present panorama was shot from the coast near the railway platform next to the harbor. The
distance to the project building is 23.79km. The distance to the pipes of the North-Western TPP is
20.65km.
Water area of the Neva Bay (point 20)
This image was made from water to the south from the fairway of the Maritime Channel between
Oranienbaum and Peterhof at the distance of 20.66km from the project building and 18.15km from
the pipes of the North-Western TPP.
The photograph demonstrates that often occurring phenomenon of nature when the objects of long
shot become sunlit, while the foreground objects are plunged into darkness so that distant objects
become visible very well and turn into the principal elements of the observed landscape. The
"Lakhta Center" building is presented here as such a sunlit object.
Peterhof. Marly wall (point 7)
The view of the Gulf of Finland plays an important role in landscapes of the Lower Park. Many of
its key elements were built on the coast facing water. The building in question has a significant
impact on theses panoramas in that part of the Lower Park adjacent to the coast. Than the building
gradually recedes into the background while we go further from the coast inwards the Park, where
it becomes invisible between trees. They hide it also in the views from the terrace of the Peterhof
Palace.
The panorama image of the water area of the Gulf of Finland was made from the Marly Wall
(Marlinsky Val) which represents a high boulevard in the western part of the Lower Park, a special
promenade for contemplation of large lengths of seas. The distance to the project building is
18.98km and to the pipes of the North-Western TPP – 17.55km.
Peterhof. Monplaisir (point 8)
The unique feature of Monplaisir – the Peter’s preferred palace complex – is its position on a
salient facing the great expanses of the Gulf of Finland. Its terrace is used to contemplate this
widespread panorama, which is not destroyed by development of the opposite coast as yet. A
massive building on the other coast of the Gulf defines a physical boarder of the vast of the Neva
Bay neutralizing thereby an illusion of an endless space which makes it smaller.
The photograph for this image was made with a standard lens camera having the angle wide
enough to catch both the buildings of the Monplaisir Palace and the space of the Gulf of Finland
opening in front of it. The angle width of the picture derogates in some way the impression from
the project building appeared in the Gulf panorama.
But as judged by the direct viewer impression, which is currently produced by pipes and cooling
towers of the North-Western TPP, the project building will be visible very well and provide to the
space a narrowed scale. The image demonstrates a correlation of masses of these two complexes
representing thereby the grade of that changes in the landscape, which shall be expected as a result
of the project implementation. The massiveness of such a building and its modernist architecture
create risk of that the project building will visually conflict with the Monplaisir Palace and the
other parts of the Lower Park adding disharmony into this ensemble. The distance to the project
building is 18.31km and to the pipes of the North-Western TPP – 17.12km.
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Water area of the Neva Bay (point 20)
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Peterhof. Marly Wall (point 7). Fragment
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Peterhof. Marly Wall (point 7)
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Peterhof. Monplaisir (point 8)
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Peterhof, Belvedere (point 9)
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Strelna (points 10, 11)
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Strelna (points 10, 11)
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Peterhof, Belvedere (point 9)
The image was made from the place elevated above sea level by 57.5m on the Babigon Hill in
close proximity to the Belvedere Palace, which is situated in the Lugovoy Park at the distance of
4.7km from the coast. The view of Petrodvorets is opening from here which lies beneath, but
almost hidden by trees of the Lugovoy Park, and after it - the view of the mirror of the Gulf of
Finland framed by the opposite coast. The project building will stand almost on the horizon as a
vertical accent above it. The distance to the project building is 22.72km and to the pipes of the
North-Western TPP – 21.88km.
A risk exists that the currently steady environmental characteristic of the types in question, which
is determined by meadows and solid wood of the Lugovoy Park, will significantly change, once a
new building appears as a resonant contrast and brings with it the dynamic of the urbanism.
Strelna (points 10, 11)
The images 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3 illustrate the views opening from the inside of the
Konstantinovsky Palace and from the balcony thereof. The distance to the project building is
16.27km. The distance to the pipes of the North-Western TPP is 17.89km.
The image 11 demonstrates the view of the project building from the quay in the north-western
part of the park. The distance to the project building is 15.69km. The distance to the pipes of the
North-Western TPP is 17.18km.
All the said about the impact of the project building on the Monplaisir Palace is true of the
expected impact on the present palace and park ensemble but to some greater extent because the
distance to it will be closer.
Value of Heritage Assets:
Grading

Very
high

High

Archaeology
(not assessed)

Built heritage or
Historic Urban
Landscape

Historic
landscape

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage or
Associations

The port town
Kronstadt and
forts, ensembles of
residences and
estates, the convent
on the Peterhof
Road, fairways, all
having the World
Heritage statuses
(540-002 - 540003с4, 540-013 540-020, 540-035).
Many sites are on
national watch list.
Landscapes of
high quality and
value not having

Ensembles,
gardens and parks,
cultural and natural
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the protective
landscapes berimed
status (not on
and storied,
national watch
represented in
list): fragments of graphics and
emperor and noble painting (including
estates in the
architectural
pattern of rural
complexes,
and forest and
harbors, fortresses
park landscapes.
and forts of
Historic
Kronstadt).
settlements. Water
area of the Neva
Bay.
Moderate Assets which can make
a significant
contribution to regional
objectives of the survey:
ancient cultural layers
and settlements, estates
and pavilions of XVIIIXIX. Some excavated
sites are on the national
watch list. Considerable
amount of unexplored
sites.

Magnitude of impact:
Impact Grading
(without regard to
value)
Moderate

Historic landscape attributes

Changes of many key elements of the historic landscape, sites or
components; visual changes of many types of the historic landscape;
results of the moderate change of the historic landscape pattern.
Evaluation of Overall Impact:

Value of
Heritage
Assets
Very
high
High

Magnitude of impact
Minor change
Moderate change

No change

Negligible
Major change
change
SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT (OVERALL IMPACT) - ADVERSE
Neutral
Slight
Moderate/Large
Large/Very large
Very large
Neutral

Slight

Moderate/Slight

VALUE OF HERITAGE ASSETS – VERY HIGH, HIGH.
MAGNITUDE OF IMPACT – MODERATE.
OVERALL IMPACT – ADVERSE.

Moderate/Large

Large/Very
large
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6.3 Impact on the historic landscapes of the north-eastern sector of the Neva
Bay
Results of the landscape and visual analysis
Olgino (point 1)
The distance from the project building to the nearest point of Olgino is 2km and to the farthest
point - 3.5km. The photograph was shot at the distance of 2.21km.
The high-rise building will be seen from the whole territory of Olgino. Despite lush and mostly
deciduous trees it will look through them at all times. In summer it will be less visible because of
leaves. But in the seasons when the trees stand naked its presence in the Olgino landscape will be
total.
V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate (point 2)
The distance from the project building to the nearest point of the Estate is 2km and to the farthest
point - 3.5km. The photograph was shot at the distance of 2.21km from the shore line near the
fragments of the Thunder-Stone being a part of the Peter the Great Memorial Complex .
Only the high-rise part of the future "Lakhta Center" is illustrated because any images of the
projected western facade of the whole complex are not available in the open information sources.
The image even in such a short version is absolutely not comparable in scale to the elements of the
landscape. It is to expect that the lower horizontal part of the complex, which will be taller than
trees, makes it even more massive.
Park «Nearest Dubki» (point 3)
The distance to the project building is 8.13km.
From this point of view the building will be hidden by dense tree crowns. But it will open in full if
we come out to the shore line. That is why its location and dimensions are presented only
nominally on the background of vegetation, kind of through it.
In the north-eastern sector of the Neva Bay the indirect impact of the facilities of transport and
engineering infrastructure is very important, particularly that of the planned major highways M-32
and M-49, which shall surround the World Heritage property of Olgino settlement. The heating
pipeline of the North-Western TPP, which was laid open lengthwise across the estuary of the Lake
Lakhta in 2006, became a great obstacle for perception of the Lake Lakhta, panoramas from the
Primorskoe highway and the railway. Every effort must be exerted to eliminate such a discordant
effect.
The Primorskoe highway is an element of the World Heritage (540-034j) and serves as an
important line of the landscape visual perception. Owing to the "Lakhta Center" construction there
will be two new junctions on it. These changes may be determined as MINOR ones, and the
overall impact on OUV as MODERATE. It is crucial to avoid construction of noise control
installations thereon, which optically make them heavier and lead to significant landscape
deformations.
The open laying of facilities of the engineering infrastructure is not acceptable.
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Olgino (point 1)

V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate (Peter's Memorial Complex, point 2)
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Park "Nearest Dubki" (point 3)
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Value of Heritage Assets:
Grading

Archaeology
(not assessed)

Very
high

Built heritage or
Historic Urban
Landscape

Historic
landscape

Intangible
Cultural
Heritage or
Associations
Legend of the last
heroic act of Peter
the Great

Landscapes not
having the cultural
protection status,
which are equal to
the special historic
identification of
the landscape:
solid wood of
nature reserve
"North Coast of
the Neva Bay" and
Yuntolovsky
Reserve with Lake
Lakhta
(Lakhtinsky
razliv), historic
settlement
Bobylskaya with
cemetery, historic
cultivated land.

Tradition to study
the north coast of
the Neva Bay at
the Lakhtinskaya
sightseeing station.

Monuments,
ensembles and
historic settlements
included into the
component 540025 of the World
Heritage. Some
assets are on the
national watch list.

Moderate Assets which can
make a significant
contribution to
regional objectives
of the survey:
ancient cultural
layers and
settlements (up to
and including XVII
century).
Considerable
amount of
unexplored sites.

Magnitude of impact:
Impact Grading
(without regard to value)
Major changes (Olgino,
V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate)
Moderate changes (at the segment
from the V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s
Estate to Lissy Noss, including the
nature reserve "North Coast of the
Neva Bay", Yuntolovsky nature
reserve)
Minor changes (Primorskoe
Highway, Olgino)

Historic landscape attributes
Changes of all or the major part of the key historic elements of the landscape,
results of total changes in characteristic centers of the historic landscape and
loss of OUV.
Results of moderate changes of the historic landscape pattern.

Results of negligible changes of the historic landscape pattern; negligible
changes of noise levels or sound quality under the influence of new facilities
of the transport infrastructure.
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Evaluation of Overall Impact:
Value of
Heritage
Assets
Very high

Magnitude of impact
No change

Negligible
change

Minor change

Moderate change

Major change

SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECT (OVERALL IMPACT) - ADVERSE
Slight
Large/Very large
Very large
Moderate/Large

Very high

Neutral
Neutral

Slight

Moderate/Large

Large/Very large

Moderate

Neutral

Neutral / Slight

Slight

Moderate

Moderate/Large

VALUE OF HERITAGE ASSETS – VERY HIGH, MODERATE.
MAGNITUDE OF IMPACT – MINOR, MODERATE, MAJOR.
OVERALL IMPACT – ADVERSE.
As a result of significant magnitude of impact the integrity and authenticity of the World Heritage
property of "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments" will be
inevitably harmed.

7. MEASURES OF PREVENTION, MITIGATION AND
NEUTRALIZATION OF ADVERSE EFFECTS
The idea to build a cultural and business complex on the chosen site may generally be accepted
positively as an alternative of the degraded landscape of the western cape near the junction of the
Lake Lakhta with the Neva Bay and in order to create a new architectural accent on the outskirts of
Saint Petersburg. But pretensions of developers and architects to erect a huge urban centerpiece in
a traditional historic landscape of Saint Petersburg and its seaside residences may not be sustained.
The project skyscraper is dangerous also because it can become a precedent for construction of
other skyscrapers, both single ones and clusters, which intrude into the basin of visual perception
of, particularly, the historic city center, the main parameter OUV of which is the preservation of
the traditional silhouette, views and panoramas.
The calculations showed that the construction of a public and business complex on the chosen site
is possible upon condition of lowering of its high-rise part to the level of 123-133 meters, at which
it is not seen from the central city districts any more, as well as from Olgino considering a
screening role of green plantings. A predominant importance of the complex in the panoramas of
the Neva Bay will decrease to reasonable limits when looking at sea landscapes from the view
points of the former emperor residences along the Peterhof Road.
Great importance shall be attached to the measures of information sharing, advocacy, access
provision, knowledge development, education concerning the near-by elements of the World
Heritage, and first of all in respect of the V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate and Olgino, as well as
other assets in the area of the north coast of the Neva Bay from Lakhta to Lissy Noss.
The adverse impact (by the complex height of 123-133m) on the landscape of the V.A.SteinbockFermor’s Estate shall be neutralized with the efforts focused on removing from it the Radio center
no.1, establishing here a Social Center of Ecology, Nature and Culture (to continue a tradition of
the Lakhtinskaya sightseeing station existed here in 1920s), restoration of historic buildings and
park, reconstruction of the Peter the Great Memorial complex and liquidation of discordant
objects.
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Scheme of expected visibility zones of the project building by the height of 123 meters
The present scheme is made using the 3D model of Fyodorov-Vinokurova. Further survey must be carried
out to define the final decision on the permissible height of the building.
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8. SUMMARY
1. The site designated for construction of a new public and business complex "Lakhta Center"
does not have itself any historic and cultural value, but it takes an important place in the
historic landscape of the Saint Petersburg's agglomeration included into the World Heritage
list. The future architectural complex will be situated in an area of direct visual perception
from such elements of the "Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg" as "Islands" (540-001g),
"Olgino" (540-025f), "V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate" (540-025h), "Primorskoe Highway"
(540-34j), Petrovsky and Kronstadsky Fairways (540-035b,c).
2. The architectural concept of "Lakhta Center" including a skyscraper 462.7 meters high comes
into conflict with the international status of the World Heritage property "Historic Centre of
Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments". According to visual schemes drawn with
use of computer in case of erection the skyscraper will clearly seen in panoramas of the
historic city center, becomes a new centerpiece of the view opening from Peterhof, Strelna,
Kronstadt and many other nomination components.
3. It is absolutely not acceptable to let the skyscraper "Lakhta Center" appear in the common
visual area with the most important centerpieces and ensembles of the historic center of Saint
Petersburg: the Peter and Paul Cathedral and Fortress, the Spit of Vasilevsky Island with
Rostral Columns, the statue of Peter the Great and the Palace Square.
4. The general effect of the overall impact of the skyscraper "Lakhta Center" on the outstanding
universal value of the World Heritage property may be assessed as ADVERSE. Also harm will
be caused to such an important characteristic as integrity of the property in panoramas of
which a never existed architectural centerpiece will appear.
5. The construction of a cultural and business complex on this site is possible upon condition of
lowering of its high-rise part to the level of 123-133 meters, at which it is not seen from the
central city districts any more, as well as from Olgino considering a screening role of green
plantings. A predominant importance of the complex in panoramas of the Neva Bay will
decrease to reasonable limits when looking at sea landscapes from the view points of the
former emperor residences along the Peterhof Road.
6. The adverse impact by the complex height of 123-133m on the landscape of the
V.A.Steinbock-Fermor’s Estate shall be neutralized by means of removing from it the Radio
center no.1, establishing here a Social Center of Ecology, Nature and Culture (to continue a
tradition of the Lakhtinskaya sightseeing station existed here in 1920s), restoration of historic
buildings and park, reconstruction of the Peter I Memorial complex and liquidation of
discordant objects.
The achievement of declared social goals consisting in construction of "Lakhta Center" and
concomitant infrastructure facilities shall correspond to the not merely important social and
cultural mission: to preserve the outstanding universal value (OUV) of the World Heritage
property.
Authors:
Sergey Gorbatenko,
Chairman of the Saint Petersburg's regional Committee of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS St. Petersburg)
Pavel Nikonov,
Director of the Bureau for urban areas demarcation of ZAO "Peterburgsky NIPIgrad"
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9. APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Aleksandr Pushkin. THE BRONZE HORSEMAN.
A Petersburg Tale, 1833 (translate by Waclaw Lednicki)
........................
I love thee, city of Peter's making;
I love thy harmonies austere,
And Neva's sovran waters breaking
Along her banks of granite sheer;
Thy traceried iron gates; thy sparkling,
Yet moouless, meditative gloom
And thy transparent twilight darkling;
And when I write within my room
Or lampless, read--then, sunk in slumber,
The empty thoroughfares, past number,
Are piled, stand clear upon the night;
The Admiralty spire is bright;
Nor may the darkness mount, to smother
The golden cloudland of the light,
For soon one dawn succeeds another
With barely half-an-hour of night.
...............................................
I love thee, city of soldiers, blowing
Smoke from thy forts; thy booming gun;
-- Northern empress is bestowing
Upon the royal house a son!
Or when, another battle won,
Proud Russia holds her celebration;
Or when the Neva breaking free
Her dark-blue ice bears out to sea
And scents the spring, in exultation…

Appendix 2
Herzen A.I. Moscow and Petersburg (Moskva i Peterburg). [1845]. From: Petersburg in a Russian
essay of XIX century. L., 1984. pp. 51-58
...In Moscow every verst offers a fine view, whereas one can walk through entire flat
Petersburg and find no one ordinary view; however, after that he or she should return to the Neva
embankment and accept that all Moscow views are nothing compared to this...
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Appendix 3
From: Antsiferov N.P. The Soul of Petersburg (Dusha Peterburga). Pg., 1922. Op. cit.: Antsiferov
N.P. The Soul of Petersburg (Dusha Peterburga). L., 1990.
…Almost at the foot of the Isaaky (St. Isaac's Cathedral) on the square, framed sideways
by calm, clear and majestic buildings of the Admiralty, the Synod and Senate, and on the third side
washed by the regal Neva River, there is the Monument of Peter the Great erected by Catherine the
Great: Petro Primo Catharina Secunda. If somebody chances to be next to it in a nasty autumn
evening, when the sky turned to chaos is impending to the earth and fills it with its flurry, when the
river cramped in granite is wailing and lashing, sudden gusts of wind swing lanterns, and their
flicker makes surrounding buildings move, let him or her peer at such a moment into the Bronze
Horseman, into the fire that turned to copper with sharp-cut and vigorous shape. What power
would he or she feel, passionate, volcanic, calling to the unforeknowable; what a great scope that
triggers a worrying question: what comes next, what than? Victory or failure and death?
The Bronze Horseman is a genius loci of Petersburg.
We see the city of great struggle. The power of people who built it is mighty, but at the
same time the tasks that face them are too formidable - this is a strained controversy. A great
catastrophe is spreading as a spirit of dispiteous fate.
Petersburg is the city of the tragic imperialism.
....................................
As has been said above, Petersburg shall be counted to those cities which appeared in the
course of comprehensive needs of the developing country. Such cities and towns were established
according to a certain plan, but not spontaneous, and they are always connected with their founders
very close.
A lucky peculiarity of Petersburg consists in that all its squares are designed pursuant to a
common idea and represent finished stylistic harmony. The architecture of Petersburg requires
broad expanses, far prospective, flowing lines of the Neva River and the canals, wide expansion of
the skies, rain clouds, fogs and hoarfrost. Clear heavens and sharp contours of distances as well as
fogs in nasty days also help us conceive the architectural beauty of the Peterburg's buildings. The
people erected here not single houses with their self-sufficient beauty, but the entire architectural
landscapes. The superior buildings are in all "important places". When looking from the Trinity
Square to the east the panorama of the Bolshaya Neva from the Vasilevsky Island is marked with
the white colonnaded Stock Exchange designed by Tomon, from the Peterburgskaya Side - with
the Peter and Paul Fortress. A continuous row of old buildings makes a fine curve joining the
Stock Exchange with the Academy of Fine Arts - the grandiose building by Delamot. At this end
the Neva is closed by colonnade of the Academy of Mines... All these buildings revive and reveal
their beauty being the parts of the city landscape...

Appendix 4
I.M.Grevs. Cultural Monuments and Modern Age; Monument city and historic excursions
(fragments) // Kraevedenie. 1929. Vol.6 no.6. Op. cit.: Ivan Mikhaylovich Grevs i peterburgskoe
kraevedenie. St.P., 2010. pp.77, 38.
...Every monument is of high value in the city, but an absolutely special value for
understanding of its cultural type is attached to the integrity of its architectural ensemble. "The
urban landscape" is formed by its face, which often stands out against natural landscapes.
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Gorgeous panoramas of great ancient towns make us feel also their cultural style; they spread an
image of the vivid personality of the town... That is why it is so important to protect the integrity
of the urban landscape: if even a single part would be teamed out from it through destruction, than
the entire image will be distorted and disfeatured. Do not destroy the city landscape! That is the
first requirement of protection of urban culture monuments. This requirement is followed in the
western countries for a long time, that is why the cities and towns there retain the picture of their
history; but we little realize the essence of what an urban landscape is...
………………………
We shall start with studying of the suburbs as a necessary addition to... survey of the
city itself and in a close connection with it. Here we can turn over the significant and
fascinating pages of the book about its ancientness. We often say that the revealing of cultural
face of a selected bearer of human labour and collaboration can be achieved only through
perception of the center and periphery.
Rome, Paris, Florence become clear enough in their mystically expressive faces only
together with their typical "affiliates": Roma with Tivoli, Albano, Frascati, Palestrina,
Viterbo; Paris with Saint-Cloud, Fontenblo, Chantilly, Saint-Germain and Versailles;
Florence with Fiesole, villa Medici and even with Prato, Pistoia and Arezzo. Only together
they say the full truth about the great past of the administering center. In the same way the
soul of Petersburg is well explained by Peterhof, Tsarskoe, Pavlovsk, Gatchina and Ropsha,
Oranienbaum, Kronstadt and Schliesselburg...
The excursions along neighboring routs - across the Gulf of Finland and its coasts, up the
Neva to Ladoga, along Volkhov, Svir, the canals and the old Moscow road, and even by modern
railway - can provide you with a lot of materials to make some conclusions.
For some cities and towns this method helps sometimes get an expressive picture, an
illustration of cultural interactions. In this sense, for example, the studying of the area around
Venice, behind it, on the peninsula (on its italic "Hinterland") and the journey to the east along
the coasts of Istria and Dalmatia will show with wonderful visibility in the monuments of the past
and even in the modern culture the power and content of the Venetian civilization in its influence
on outside worlds. These observations are possible also in Russia...

Appendix 5
Likhachev D.C. The "skyline" of the city on the Neva River. Op. cit.: Likhachev D.C. The book of
worries. M., 1991. pp.407-412; The town-planning legacy of Peter the Great.
Speech at the anniversary evening of the literary and memorial cycle of the Saint Petersburg's
Cultural Fund "The past and thoughts" of October 26, 1993.
(http://likhachev.lfond.spb.ru/articl100/Russia/grad.pdf).
...The perhaps most characteristic architectural feature in the look of Leningrad is
preponderance of horizontals over verticals. Horizontals build a base on which all the rest lines
loom. The preponderance of horizontals is explained by existence of great many water areas:
Bolshaya Neva, Malaya Neva, Bolshaya Nevka, Malaya Nevka, Fontanka, Moika, Griboedov
Canal, Kryukov Canal, etc. The contact of flood and field creates the perfect horizontal lines,
especially if the land is framed with a tight formation of embankments. The embankments make
the second line, maybe a little irregular, but equally definite one. Leningrad is kind of double
underlined. Whereby it shall be taken into account that the Neva River almost always (except for
seldom floods in autumn) stands in its banks at the same but very high level. The water in
Leningrad fills the city to the full. This fact always astonishes the visitants who accustomed to see
the cities and towns with a "normal" river regime (the higher level by the spring and autumn
overflows, the lower level in summer). Therefore the line with which the city is "underlined" is
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very conspicuous, it takes an almost central position and goes practically through the center of the
overall panorama of the city.
Above two horizontal lines - a dynamic and absolutely regular line of junction between water
and land and the second one, less sharp, of the embankments upper part - there is a more weak and
blurred stripe of houses standing close to each other and designed according to the repeated
requirements to build "not higher than the Winter Palace". The junction line of the houses and the sky
blurs, but nevertheless it is apparent enough in its horizontality, as if it withstands to the bottom line of
the junction between the buildings and the water. There is a notion "skyline" in English. This is not the
horizon in our sense of the word. The definition of skyline is more comprehensive: it includes a line of
junction between the mountains and the skies (where from our point of view there is no horizon at all),
the lines of houses and the sky, etc. A crenellated and kind of tremulous line of the houses against the
sky makes an impression of illusiveness, ephemerality of the urban area.
............................................
The characteristic city elements are three spires: one of the Peter and Paul Fortress, one of the
Admiralty and one of the Mikhailovsky Castle. They are somewhat perpendiculars to the horizontal
lines and do not conflict with them, but emphasize their existence. The spires are echoed by the high
belfries - the one on the Kryukov Canal designed by Chevakinsky and the other of the church on the
Sennaya Square (knocked down).
A formidable colossus of the St. Isaac's Cathedral with the golden (and therefore "nonarchitectural") dome should have created the second center of Leningrad, similar by its town-planning
objectives to the role of the Basilica of Saint Paul in Rome. It shall be mentioned that neither the
spires, nor the domes equally spaced across the city do create any other lines: the domes are not
straight, but spherical, and therefore can not suppress the horizontals...
……………………………..
…An article was published about the need to adorn the city with another "miracle" - a
high-rise building on the Smolenka River. That is an absolute incomprehension of the city in
which one resides, of that emotions which it triggers. What do we basically need in Petersburg? In
Petersburg there is no need in the specially new architecture. Petersburg needs a "complementary
architecture", i.e. that which would conform in some measure to the traditional architecture of our
center, to the historic architecture. There is no need to restyle Petersburg. There is no need to
review its ideas. They have been set by Peter the Great, and set of genius.

Appendix 6
Application for Nomination (fragment)
... St. Petersburg with its suburbs is a historical monument and a cultural one of the town planning and landscape art of 18th-19th centuries, it is an object of mixed type, including unique
natural and culture elements.
The monument is the part of Leningrad. Leningrad, being one of the most beautiful cities
of the world, has peculiarities, characterizing it as a unique phenomenon in the history of culture.
…………………………..
Landscape geography with its vast water area, flat islands and ramified estuary system
predetermined unique properties of- the city Landscape.
The area of the Neva water basin was naturally continued by the system of city squares.
Variety of water ways of the Neva estuary characterized by different width and twisting has
multilevel hierarchy.
Regular network of city layout streets, superimposed on that natural background gave
specific artistic contrast and wealth of perception. St. Petersburg for its "strict and slender look" is
obliged to its ensembles composition and tectonic unity of building - properties, which appeared
simultaneously with the birth of the city.
Strictness and restrain which are basic peculiarities of Petersburg architecture
accompanying it at all the stages of its development in spite of the style changes.
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…………………………………
Impetuous development of capitalism in Russia, weakening of monarchy power, strictly
limiting city-building led in the beginning of the 20th century to the Petersburg getting out of the
control. Threat of skyscrapers appearance, impudent invasion of technical architecture into
historical environment and other melodies hanged over the city. But even here Petersburg fate
appeared to be unique.
In 1913 the development of its historical center practical stopped. World war I, coming
after the war revolution and the Civil War were the reasons of stopping any building in the city.
And in 1918 the country's capital had been moved to Moscow.
After the revolution the new construction started mainly in the outskirts of the city, and
historical center didn't suffer any significant changes, having secured for us inviolable two
centuries of Russian history in the stone chronicle.
Historical center of the city Of Leningrad, taken in the boundaries of low-restricted
protection zones and the system of suburb reservations, palace-park ensembles and fortresses is the
greatest historical and cultural monument, a monument of city-building and landscape art of 18th19th centuries.
It deserves international protection and including into the list of World Heritage.

Appendix 7
Advisory Body Evaluation (ICOMOS) (fragment)
… In the history of urbanism Leningrad is no doubt the only example of a vast project that
retained all its logic despite the rapid succession of styles reputed to be irreconcilable... From the
disparity of styles, an impression of timeless grandeur comes to life in this distended historic
centre where the greatness of the monuments is on a scale with a landscape free of any
background, open to the sea, perpetually swept by sea breezes and crisscrossed by canals...

Appendix 8
Report of the World Heritage Committee. Fourteenth Session.
Banff, Alberta, Canada, 7-12 December 1990 (fragment):
…………………
PROPERTIES INSCRIBED ON THE WORLD HERITAGE LIST
…………………
Historic Centre of Leningrad and related groups of monuments 540 USSR C(i)(ii)(iv)(vi)
The Committee recommended strongly that the responsible authorities reinforce control over the
development of polluting industries and ensure a better balance between industrial areas and listed
areas. It also recommended that particular care be exercised as to the possible establishment of
new tourism infrastructures, especially hotel facilities.

Appendix 9
St. Petersburg Strategy of Cultural Heritage Preservation (St. Petersburg 2006). Appendix to the
Decree of the St. Petersburg Government dated 01.11.2005 No. 1681
This strategy shall determine main priorities, criteria and trends of protection of the St.
Petersburg cultural heritage. It elucidates the problems of protection, restoration and use of
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landmarks, ensembles and city environment as well as reconstruction and new construction in St.
Petersburg historical areas. The strategy calls upon to provide notional, legal and procedural
aspects of transformation and improvement of the city landscape, which essence is determined by
the following formula: "preservation through development, development through preservation ".
....................................
CHAPTER 2. ST. PETERSBURG CULTURAL HERITAGE. THE VALUE IS IN THE
AUTHENTICITY
Among world megalopolises, St. Petersburg is a landmark being unique by scale that has
conserved the immense historical centre and a necklace of suburban ensembles in their main
features. The city image is created not only by architectural masterpieces but also by the integral
architectural and spatial environment. A high degree of preservation and authenticity of historical
territories has been the basis for inclusion of the St. Petersburg historical centre along with
suburban landmark groups into the UNESCO World Heritage List.
The majority of historical capitals have been formed during centuries changing their structure. St.
Petersburg was being established dynamically, with a broadest scope on a vast space of natural
amphitheatre of the old sea. The birth of a new capital in the Baltic area has become a unique town
planning experiment based on the synthesis of general European cultural traditions, creative
development of styles, planning solutions and building types being new for Russia...
The rational geometrically regular planning has been combined with free outlines of waterways
and included a system of dominants generating visual panoramas and perspectives. High-water
Neva initially served as the central city space predetermining the majestic scale and width of city
squares and ensembles. Suburban residences and the town-fortress Kronshtadt that have generated
a single agglomeration are inseparably linked with construction.
… The following elevation limitations have been determined in the middle of the 19th century: not
more than the street width, not higher than 11 sazhens (23.5 m) being equal to the Winter Palace
eaves level. The parameters established have determined the space volumetric wholeness of the
city.
…………………………
The exclusive value of St. Petersburg is in its authenticity, versatility and universal significance of
cultural property.
.........................................
CHAPTER 6. PROTECTION PRACTICES. COMPOSITION AND SUBJECTS OF CULTURAL
HERITAGE
During a long period of time individual landmarks have been protected, with no account of their
surroundings. The specifics of St. Petersburg cultural heritage dictates a combination of by-object,
environmental and town planning practices. The subjects of cultural heritage protection are key
elements, parameters and characteristics of the environment, which are the carriers of historical,
architectural, artistic value. Along with individual cultural heritage objects, the main town
planning principles are also protected. The highest value have the space volumetric framework,
configuration of central water areas, general city silhouette, river panoramas, main square
ensembles, perspectives of main streets. The open spaces being architecturally organised and
visual channels of perception of dominants, ensembles and environmental development are
important for St. Petersburg with its broad lands. The subjects of cultural heritage protection
consist of the environment character including the block and section planning module, scale,
elevation and compartmentation of the development. Suburbs and areas being distant from the
central part of St. Petersburg have another development scale and a special landscape significance.
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The town planning protection provides the archaeological survey regime for the earliest and most
valuable cultural layer sections as well as prospecting and monitoring measures.
…………………………
In order to identify St. Petersburg as a World heritage object, territories have been marked out,
which are the most significant by their historical and cultural value, their object composition and
use regimes.
The St. Petersburg territory protection subjects as a World heritage object are as follows:
- historical development, panoramas and views being perceived from the Bolshaya Neva
embankments, visual points, from which the most valuable ensembles are open in the best way;
- ratio of the background development and the dominant system (city silhouette);
- compositional axes and dominant perception directions. The main directions, from which the
architectural elevation dominants are perceived, shall be protected from development.
The following shall be established on these territories:
- prohibition of a new construction (with the exception of measures aimed at regenerating the
historical environment and adapting the cultural heritage objects for modern use);
- prohibition of change of the historical planning structure of streets and front lines of blocks;
- limitations on the reconstruction of objects being of historical and cultural value (buildings, front
facades, gardens, etc.).
.....................................
CHAPTER 10. MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN THE CONTEXT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
PROTECTION
…………………..
Visual points, visual links, city panoramas should be catalogued as subjects of environmental and
town planning protection.

Appendix 10
SUMMARY REPORT
of the Regional Conference of Countries of Eastern and Central Europe on "Management and
Preservation of Historic Centers of Cities inscribed on the World Heritage List"
St. Petersburg, Russian Federation, 29 January to 2 February 2007 (fragment)

… Recent years have witnessed intensification of three issues that pose escalating threats to
historic cities:
• high-rise construction within or neighbouring historic city centres;
• iconic contemporary architecture; and
• dramatic socio-economic changes in many non-Western countries.
.....................................
The concept of historic urban landscapes is not new. The perception of its potential pivotal
relevance today, however, is. It is a concept that draws from experience in urban conservation and
cultural landscapes and seeks to encompass values relating to natural elements, intangible heritage,
authenticity and integrity, and genius loci. Genius loci embraces key components of the
sustainability agenda such as sense of place and community belonging, cultural identity and
cultural diversity, and - alongside intangible cultural heritage - it subsumes associative values.
........................................
... St Petersburg is a prime example of a historic city whose socio-historical parameters have
changed dramatically in just 300 years, yet whose historic urban landscape has not. Built by Peter
the Great as the capital of an empire, the scene in the twentieth century of revolution, civil war and
siege and their associated degradation, dilapidation and suffering, it remains one of the best
preserved cities in the world.
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One of the key characteristics of its historic urban landscape is its horizontally, broken only
occasionally by modestly scaled highlights, and the relationship that this reinforces between
people and the city's streets, public spaces and parks, canals and riverbanks. This horizontality was
recognised as a key characteristic of the city, experienced most poignantly along the panorama of
the river Neva.
........................................
The conference coincided with local, national and international controversy over the almost 400metre high office tower (design by RMJM. architects. United Kingdom) that Gazprom proposes to
construct a few hundred metres across the Neva from the eighteenth century Smolny cathedral and
convent (1748-64; Francesco Bartolomeo Rastrelli, architect). This project focused delegates
attention on the need for an embracing working concept to enable historic cities to be managed
effectively in the age of globalisation and at a time of increasing development pressures, and there
was general agreement that historic urban landscapes is an essential concept for St Petersburg.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (fragment)
INTRODUCTION
The participants to the international conference on "Conservation and Management of Historic
Centres inscribed on the World Heritage List", taking place in St Petersburg 29 January to 3
February 2007, very much appreciated the efforts of the local counterpart in St Petersburg and the
Russian Federation for organizing this important platform for discussion and exchange of
information and experiences in the management of historic city centres.
They were impressed by the overall state of conservation of the city of St Petersburg and
recognized that despite 300 years of turbulent history, the city has retained an intact townscape and
silhouette up to today - a truly remarkable achievement. The participants, among others
specifically recommended keeping the current differential height regulations for new constructions
within and around the city's World Heritage limits in order to maintain St Petersburg's unique
characteristics of "horizontality", which is unprecedented in the world.
They expressed the hope that not withstanding increasing development pressures and on-going
social economic change, the local and national authorities would continue their efforts in and
commitment to the preservation of this city of outstanding universal value.
OUTSTANDING UNIVERSAL VALUE, AUTHENTICITY AND INTEGRITY
The session focused on the World Heritage concepts of outstanding universal value, authenticity
and integrity. Participants referred to these concepts in the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention.
1. Outstanding universal value:
OUV is so exceptional as to transcend national values and be of common importance to present
and future generations of humanity as whole. The key issue focuses on protecting the values in
their entirety based on a system of geological and natural values. Values are not only physical and
architectural but also intangible
For St Petersburg the outstanding universal value rests primarily with the imperial city, though
other values connected to major events and important citizens were also mentioned. Given the
city's image as a port city and "Venice of the North" participants emphasized the need to include
all of the river and the embankments within the nominated area.
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2. Authenticity
Authenticity refers to the ability of the site to convey truthfully its historical significance. This is a
necessary condition for supporting outstanding universal value.
For St Petersburg, authenticity is strongly met. While some participants felt that new interventions
from the 19th century onwards obscured to some degree the authenticity of the site, most agreed
that the tremendous efforts at reconstruction and attention to accuracy in carrying out that work
meant that the authenticity of the property of St Petersburg was intact.
3. Integrity
Integrity is a measure of the wholeness and intactness of the heritage site. To ensure outstanding
universal value, the site must be of adequate size to make a complete representation of the features
and characteristics of the property. There was a sense that authenticity and integrity may not
always be sufficient to protect outstanding universal value and that the landscape approach might
provide a better protective framework.
For St Petersburg the participants felt that in general the components and elements contribute to
the integrity of the site. A list of components and elements has been drawn up to clarify the initial
inscription in the nomination document. In addition it was felt that the application of authenticity
and integrity to each component may be too narrow, and suggested that a landscape approach
would better support the outstanding universal value.
4. Policy issues
In general, conservation zones including the World Heritage site and supporting conservation areas
should be integrated into an overall broad general plan.
The participants felt that a large bufferzone should be created in St Petersburg around its historic
centre that should include an area sufficient to protect the horizontal character of the viewscape,
one of the dominant characteristics of the city, in accordance with the layout of the protective
zones.
................................................
The zones of visual and aesthetic impact need special attention as they represent viewpoints for the
image of the city, the genus loci and spirit of the site, its intangibility and its conservation.
The views would include looking in and out of the terrain; arriving and leaving – the river, the sea
the road and rail; the skyline - the open and built view, the "stadtbild".
...................................
St Petersburg: Based on the documentation and analysis prepared by the authorities, a set of
boundaries for the outstanding universal value of the site should be presented with special
reference for its role as a river city.
An urban morphological survey and hierarchal visual analysis should be extended to the site.
Consistent height restrictions should be enforced pending further analysis.
A series of buffer zones should be prepared including, where relevant, the initiation of planning
and design alternatives for current projects…
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Appendix 11
Todor Krestev. From UNESCO: a private look at a general problem (fragment). St. Petersburg:
Heritage at Risk. 2012. P. 168.
.......................................
Today, we can safely say that, over the years, the concept of the Property's cultural value has
developed considerably. In 1990, it was nominated as related groups a monuments and ensembles
(according to a list of 36 components and 136 elements). The past 20 years have seen a spectacular
evolution of the perceptions of cultural heritage worldwide. An altogether new vision of heritage
has evolved which has allowed us to look at St. Petersburg from number of different angles, so that
today we perceive the Property not merely as a physical grouping of monuments and ensembles,
but as an integrated system of man-made and natural components that have merged into a single
entity. This veritable heritage cluster comprises the historic urban landscape of the centre, built on
the principles of a European regulated town; the Neva River with its network of canals; the
embankments and island fortifications; the surrounding natural scenery; and the radial cultural
roads connecting the constellation of suburban elements. The panorama along the river bank is this
city's unique hallmark. It supports its skyline and sets its dominant landmarks into gentle relief.
The progression along the Neva – the main cultural axis of the urban landscape – suggests a
perfectly orchestrated sequence of spatial impacts sustained through centuries with remarkable
planning discipline.
Regrettably, it is these particular features of the Property that have come under threat in recent
years as a result of building expansion in St. Petersburg, compromising the integrity of the urban
fabric and the authenticity of the urban panorama – especially the historic skyline along the Neva
River…

Appendix 12
Draft Statement on OUV of the UNESCO World Heritage Site “The Historic Centre of St.
Petersburg and Related Group of Monuments” (2011)

St. Petersburg was built at the beginning of the 18th century within an extraordinarily short period
of time on a regular plan, based on the ideas of Peter the Great. The city on the Neva was created
following European models, but with truly Russian flourish and in the most difficult of
circumstances - on low ground vulnerable to flooding, and with a serious lack of building
materials and manpower. The historic centre of St. Petersburg inspires awe with its monumental
greatness, severe nobility, wide panoramas and an indivisible union between water and stone. The
key feature of the Neva embankments is the Peter and Paul Fortress.
Providing the city with an exceptionally spacious sweep and visual richness, the deep Neva
became the main square and chief thoroughfare of Petersburg. Imposing buildings were erected
along its banks. The Neva’s granite embankments, its tributaries and canals are truly unique.
St. Petersburg’s ‘imperial’ appearance, its genius loci, is formed by the greatness of the
waterscape, the city’s horizontal silhouette and vertical dominants and its ensembles of
embankments and squares. The chief attribute and attractiveness of St. Petersburg’s historic centre
lies in the surprising harmony between the city’s architecture and expanses of water.
Since the first decades of its history, St. Petersburg has been the centre of a grandiose
agglomeration, containing ceremonial suburban residences, a developed system of fortifications,
palaces and dachas, villages and small towns. It enveloped both sides of the Gulf of Finland, the
city-fortress of Kronstadt on the island of Kotlin, and stretched along the Neva up to its source in
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Shlisselburg. This was how this unrepeatable cultural landscape and socio-cultural phenomenon
came into being - a Russian European city ringed by suburban ensembles.
St. Petersburg’s basic city-planning principles were laid down in the first half-century of its
existence. The more significant examples of Baroque architecture - the Winter Palace and Smolny
Cathedral - were created in the mid-18th century. During the reign of Catherine the Great, St.
Petersburg became a great capital city in the classical style.
The first third of the 19th century was characterised by the massive scale of the city’s ceremonial
ensembles and an organic synthesis of architecture and monumental sculpture. It was during this
time that the masterpieces of Classicism were created (also called the Imperial style): the
Admiralty, the Stock Exchange and the General Staff Building. Towards the middle of the 19th
century, the city’s ensemble of central squares was crowned with the construction of the mighty
St. Isaac’s Cathedral.
St. Petersburg served as a bridge linking Russia with European culture. In the 18th century, the
Academy of Sciences appeared, along with the university, the Academy of Arts, a theatrical
(dance) school, and Russia’s first museums - the Kunstkammer and the Hermitage. This
predetermined the new capital’s future role as the scientific and cultural centre of Russia. There
was a great dawning in literature and music in the mid-19th century, with the works of Feodor
Dostoevsky and Pyotr Tchaikovsky.
Russia’s navy was established in Petrine Petersburg. As early as the 18th century, the city became
the country’s strongest sea port, as well as an important industrial centre.
The period between the second half of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century was
a time of extraordinarily intensive construction. Bridges were built over the Neva, as well as
railway stations, factories, banks, department stores, theatres, churches and entire residential
quarters. The Russian empire’s best architects built the capital in collaboration with Western European architects. The city’s new structures met the highest architectural criteria of the time.
The city’s rapid growth was interrupted by the First World War and the Revolution. In 1918, the
Bolsheviks made Moscow the capital of Russia. New construction declined sharply in Leningrad,
thanks to which the city’s architectural appearance, which had been formed between the 18th and
the beginning of the 20th centuries, has been preserved with unusual completeness.
From the end of the 1920s until the first half of the 1930s, architect-experimenters built several
suburban city complexes in the constructivist style. The main parade route for socialist Leningrad
in the 1930s was Moskovsky Prospect. There were plans to build a new city centre there, with a
monumental House of Soviets.
The defense of Leningrad during the Second World War has gone down in history as a model of
extreme bravery and unconquerable strength of spirit. Throughout the years of the blockade,
artillery shelling and bombing, as well as famine and cold, carried away about a million lives.
Many buildings were transformed into ruins, including the palace-park ensembles of Peterhof,
Pushkin, Pavlovsk and Gatchina.
Beginning as early as 1944, reconstructions recreated Leningrad’s pre-war appearance and its
outlying palace- park ensembles within a short time. It was possible to preserve not only the most
outstanding architectural buildings and ensembles in the centre, but also a large part of the city’s
basic pre-revolutionary fabric.
The cultural landscape of the city’s outskirts suffered badly; recreation of the more outstanding
palace-park ensembles continues to this day.
Criterion I
St. Petersburg is the only single and complete embodiment, spread over such a wide area, of the
European idea of a city on a regular plan with palace-park ensembles in its environs, harmonising
with the natural landscape. The city was crafted against all odds in extremely unfavourable
conditions.
Criterion I I
The new capital, Russia’s “window to Europe,” played a decisive role in the country’s
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modernisation and its transformation into a great European and world power. St. Petersburg
developed into a visual manifestation of the innovations of the Petrine era. It was established as
the capital of a new state, a city-model for the whole of Russia, which was in the process of huge
changes and reforms. St. Petersburg’s plan influenced the planning of many Russian cities. The
former capital of the Russian empire continued to play an essential role in the evolution of the
country’s architecture and city planning in the 20th century. The innovative architecture of the
avant-garde has been recognised internationally for its significance.
Criterion I I I
The cultural landscape of Petersburg and its environs is unique. Various city-planning periods and
artistic styles (Baroque, Classicism, Historicism, Art Nouveau, Constructivism, Neoclasscism)
have created a city and suburbs very diverse in appearance. At the same time, the historic centre
has retained its integrity. Its main value lies in the unity of natural topography and the architectural
environment
CriterionIV
St. Petersburg is one of the great world centres of science, culture and education, linked with the
names of great academics, architects, writers, composers and ballet dancers (Lomonosov,
Rastrelli, Pushkin, Rossi, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tchaikovsky, Petip, Mendeleyev, Vavilov,
Shostakovich, Ulanov and others). Russian culture is what it is thanks to St. Petersburg. It is a
city- sign, a city-text with an abundance of readings and interpretations, a city sung of in poetry
and prose and reflected in graphic art and painting.
All the Russian revolutions began in St. Petersburg- Petrograd. The city witnessed and participated
in the great and tragic events of February and October 1917 that shook the world, as well as in the
heroic stoicism of the city blockade of 1941—44. Having endured and survived these unparalleled
ordeals in the 20th century, the city remains the symbol and basis of Russian culture of the new
times, thanks to its links with European culture established under Peter the Great.
A N I N T EGR A L WHOLE
The St. Petersburg agglomeration and the historic centre in particular have been preserved as an
integral whole. The need for unobstructed views of the city’s panoramas is an indispensable
condition for its conservation. The high-rise building, which emerged at the turn of the 21st
century immediately beyond the historic centre, is a threat to the World Heritage Site. A buffer
zone must be created to preserve the panoramas and the composition- crowning views in the
historic centre.
A U T HE NT I CI T Y
The original 18th-century planning and a large part of the construction in the 19th and early 20th
centuries in the historic centre have been preserved in all their originality and authenticity.
In the mid-1940s, the meticulous work of bringing the palace-park ensembles around the city that
had been destroyed in the war back to life began, and the process stretched over several decades.
Recreated on the basis of historic documentation, these ensembles confirm the originality of the
historic landscape of St. Petersburg and its environs.
The final paragraph was supposed to be written down by the Ministry of Culture where the Draft
Declaration was sent to in 2011.
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